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Error Hearing

Union Installs

Machiasport Convict Claims Workers At Dragon Cement
Error In Sentencing On
Plant Headed By Jesse
Morals Charge
Inabinet
Justice Edward P. Murray, active
Local 35 of The United Lime,
retired, will held a hearing at the Cement and Gypsum Workers In
Knox Court House Saturday on a ternational AJF. of L. at Gragon
petition Io? a writ of error submit Cement Company ln Thomaston
ted by Hollis Morse of Machiasport, held its Installation of officers for
now serving a two to four year sen 1953 at the Knights of Pythias
tence in the State Prison on a mo Hall in Thomaston last evening.
rals charge.
Heading the union gToup for the
Morse, who is represented by At year ahead is Jesse Inabinet of St.
torney Christopher Roberts, of George with Charles E. Smith of
Rockland pleads that an error was | Thomaston as vice president.
made ln sentencing him to an in ' Louis Piske of Warren was in
definite term of not less than two stalled as secretary of the organi
years, not more than four, in that sation and Roy Caler of Rockland
added to the definite sentence of as treasurer. Prank Barrett of War
two years was the indefinite sen ren was named a trustee for three |
tence.
1 years and Charles Hottenstein of
He was sentenced in October 1952 Rockland the guard.
and contends that as long as the in
Refreshments were served fol
definite sentence is on the books lowing the meeting and installation.
against him the parole board can
not act on his case, making it nec G. Frost will appear for the State
essary for him to serve the full four at the hearing.
years.
Deputy Attorney Oeneral James Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, January 15, 1953

MR. FLYNN-OUR THANKS TO YOU!
On Saturday, January 10. the Editor-Publisher of The
Courier-Gazette addressed an open letter to Chief Inspector
Joseph A. Flynn of the Maine State Fire Prevention Bureau in
which he expressed the sentiment of this community, asking for
the results of Flynn's investigation of the (Ire which laid a large
part of our city waste on December 12. In doing so this paper
offered its service as an agency to disseminate any information
he might have for the public at this time, even if such informa
tion represented only a portion of his findings.
On Wednesday morning Mr. Flynn railed on the Editorpublisher in person, accompanied by his assistant, Charles Kogan.
At that time Flynn stated that the investigation which he began
on the night of December 12 Ls definitely not side tracked; that
he is following it through to the utmost of his ability; that the
laboratory tests requested by him of the University of Maine are
most extensive and thorough and may require another three
weeks effort before proper deductions may be derived.
The Editor-Publisher of this paper, in confidence, received
such information from Mr. Flynn as to be convinced that the
investigation and report on the cause and effect of the fire are
in good hands; are not being neglected, and that the results will
be promulgated without fear or favor when they are ready.
In the meantime, the readers of this newspaper are requested
to abide in patience until complete and authentic information
ls at hand and pay no attention to idle rumors. They may rest
assured that The Courier-Gazette will follow through on the
matter.
John Richardson,
Editor and Publisher,
The Courier-Gazette.
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Factory Store
THOMASTON, MAINE
Follow the Crowds To Our

JANUARY

JACKET

*

Photo by Cullen
Lieutenant Winfield Chatto, commanding officer of Battery D 703d AAA, center, pins the gold bars of a second lieutenant on the
shoulders of former Sergeant Seward Dinsmore as recruits of the battery observe that it Ls possible for an enlisted man to gain commissioned
rank. Men sworn into the unit Tuesday evening during drill are, from left to right: Herbert Martin, Sewall I’eabody, Gilbert Martin and
Philip Robinson, all of Warren. To the right of the two officers are: Kenneth Lane of West Rockport, who re-enlisted; Robert Shields, Rock
land, and Malcolm Smith and Melvin Waters of Warren.

Battery D. 703 AA Gun Battalion,
National Guard, stationed in Rock
Awards To City
land, started an extensive recruit
ing drive to bring the organization
Maine Publicity Bureau To
up to the authorized strength of
Trustees Want Expiration Date Moved 114 officers and men. According to Recognize Chamber Work
In Promotional Field
First Lieut. Winfield Chatto, com
Ahead One Year On State's Share
The Maine Publicity Bureau has
manding
officer,
the
battery
strength today is only 36 men. On notified City Manager Frederick D.
Of Proposed Island Boat Pier
Tuesday Kenneth Lane of West Farnsworth and Chamber of Com
Rockport re-enlisted and Robert merce Secretary Nathan C. Fuller
O. Shields, Rockland, George H. | Llt®t Lhe ®ity Lo receive an award
Chairman Ervin L. Curtis of ttie time as dredging is approved and Martin, Waldoboro, as well as I
merit at the annual meeting of
Rockland Port District said Wed funds provided by Congress.
Philip E. Robinson, Thomaston, the group in Bangor Jan. 21.
The District trustees have re
The awards, which are recogni
nesday that his group has requested
were accepted for enlistment.
elected
the officers of last year to
tion for special community efforts
an extension of time on the avail
serve another term. They are: Er
along promotional lines, are being
ability of funds of the District alvin Curtis, chairman; Ralph Brown,
Alarm Tests
established by the Publicity Bureau
'otted by the state. The request was
this year. In previous years, the Bu
directed to the legislature which first vice president; Capt. Stuart
Ames, second vice president; Chris Civil Defense Will Test the reau has selected a community
authorized 852,900 two years ago to
event of importance ln the state
build a dock in Rockland for the ty Adams, secretary and William P
Alarms Friday After
and invited its representatives to
use of the bay passenger and freight Bicknell, treasurer.

JAMBOREE
COMPARE THESE LOW PRICES

MEN'S SURCOATS
$10.95 up
MEN'S STORM COATS
$39.95
HEAVY GREEN

PANTS

(ALL WOOL)

$6.83

GABARDINE TROUSERS
(ALL WOOL)

$10.49
BOYS' SURCOATS
$6.95 $7.95 $9.95 and $10.95

boats. The appropriation is due to
expire on July 1, 1953 as now set up.
Curtis said that it is at this time
impossible to build a pier and build
ings, for the sum of money avail
able, at any other location than
that on the Perry land adjoining
Schofleld-White Park.
He commented that with the
state funds and the J50.000 bond is
sue authorized the District for a
total of 8102,900 that a dock and
buildings could be constructed at
the location
announced some
months ago.
However, he pointed out that
considerable dredging is necessary
in Lermond’s Cove and out into the
harbor to a point off the Coast
Guard Base before the docks could
be properly used. Such a project
ls one for the federal government
and is now under study.
Much work has been done on the
dredging project and surveys car
ried out toy Army Engineers. Fur
ther action in Washington is to be
Instituted by Senators Margaret
Chase Smith and Frederick G
Payne.
Curtis said that the work of the
District will be held up until guch

BOYS' & GIRLS' STORM COATS
$8.95

2
WHILE THEY LAST

ouu i ntwu r. i. m.
Jan. 21—8 P. M.

BOYS' CORDUROY TROUSERS

2

(WAIST 25 to 30)

J

$4.88

£

DOOR PRIZES

2

REFRESHMENTS

GIRLS' SKI SUITS

£

(NYLON GABARDINE, QUILTED LINING)

i

For Reservations
Tel. 716-R

$21.95
SKI JACKETS
(POPLIN. QUILTED LINING)

$10.95

AT

South School

J

(Mrs. Beverly Boothby)

£

Benefit
Recreational Budget
Admission 50c

I

Traverse Jury

Twenty Chosen For Service
During February Session
Of Knox Superior Court
Traverse jurors who will serve
during the February term of Knox
Superior Court have been selected
and the list published by Clerk of
Courts Pearl Borgerson.
The persons chosen represent all
sections of the county and many
trades and businesses .Two origin
ally selected have already been ex
cused from duty.
Those who will report at the op
ening of the session of court are;
Mrs. Mabelle Ames, North Haven;
Cecil Annis, Rockport; Irving W
Blackman, Rockland; Everett Blethen, Owl’s Head; Mrs. Gertrude
Boody, Rockland; Herbert B. Cun
ningham, Washington.
Talbot O. Freeman, Camden;
Harold F. Haillgan, Rockland; Mrs.
i
Beatrice Howard, Union; Edwin
Mills, Hope: Jame6 Mitchell, South
Thomaston; Alfred Orne, Cushing;
Morton Quantrell, Camden; Sumner
C. Perry, Rockland.
Guy Robbins, Thomaston: Mrs.
Norma C. Simmons, Rockland; Ce
dric Smalley, St. Oeorge; Henry D.
Teague, Warren; Miles Sukeforth,*
Vinalhaven; Mrs. Alice Wadsworth,
Appleton; Mrs. Sarah Wallace*
Friendship; Willard T. Wight, Cam
den.
•Excused.
The distance required to stop *
car on tee or snow is cut 40 to 50
per cent by use of anti-skid tire
chains. Be sure, the State Police ad
vise, that your car is equipped with
this important safety aid when the
going gets tough this winter.

'
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The bear that walks like a man
seems to have forgotten how to talk
peace.

SKI TROUSERS
(NYLON GABARDINE)

A TYLER MASTERPIECE

$9.95
'ABOVE THREE ITEMS. SIZES 10 to 20)

LADIES' STORM COATS
NYLON GABARDINE, MILLIUM LINED

$18.95

. . . SAVE . . .
At Factory Prices!
THE fACTORY STORE WILL BE OPEN
THURS.-FRL-SAT,; 9 A, M. to 9 P. M.
MON.-TUES.-WED., 9 A. M to 5 P. M.

There will appear in the Thursday issue of
The Courier-Gazette a story by R. Waldo Tyler
that is a perfect gem.

Its first part deals with the feeding of birds
in winter—understanding, practical and intensely
interesting.

IT 18 UNCONDITIONALLY RICOMMENDED.

8-7

UNION TOWN MEETING MONDAY
Special Session To Raise Money To Com

plete Payment Of the Thompson
Memorial Building Contractor

In Article 4. the voters are asked
Union voters have been notified
of a special towm meeting scheduled to authorize the selectmen to hire
for Monday, Jan. 19, at 7.30 p. m., the sum of $1,500 to be applied to
roads and bridges and snow removal
ln the Thompson Memorial.
One purpose of the meeting is to accounts.
Permission is sought in Article 5
raise funds to allow the town fath
ers to complete payments to the to sell settees and stoves In the old
contractor who built Thompson town hall and to use the proceeds
from the sale to buy bleachers for
i Memorial.
Thompson
Memorial.
Article
2
of
the
warrant
asks
that
'
noon
In Article 6. the sum of $325 ls
speak at the annual meeting. Last the sum of i 1,065,25 be transferred
Another reminder that there will year, the Maine Seafoods Festival from the unexpended balance of asked to pay for the services of an
be a state-wide test of the Civil was featured at Augusta with John the water fund of 82,000 approved other teacher to relieve the con
gestion ln the secondary schools.
at the meeting of last March.
Defense alarm system Friday, be- ' Hartson being the speaker,
The problem of Insuring tha
Also
the
article
asks
for
the
aptween 1.30 and 2 p. m.
i In all. there have been some 140
There will be no participation by entries from Maine communities in ProPrLa-Lion
^2 Thompson Memorial will be disthe general public but warning sig- j the contest. Rc?kland's entry had to be added to the building fund cussed under Article 7 and tha
nals will be sounded so as to fa four separate promotional events balance of $1934.86. These three amount to be placed on the build
miliarize all with the devices. The listed. They Included the extensive amounts equal the figure owed the ing decided.
In Article 8, the officers of tha
“All Clear” will be the signal used display ln the windows of R. H. contractor, according to the war
Thompson Memorial Building in
in Rockland, a series of three one- White's in Boston last July. Also, rant.
Article 3 asks that the sum vite recommendations and sugges
minute blasts on the diaphone and the special invitational packet pre
of
$1,000 be transferred to the poor tions from the town before draw
by other whistles, with a two min pared for the American Legion
ute interval between blasts.
convention in Old Orchard when relief fund from the 1952 overlay ing up the by-laws of the building
governing body.
fund.
the 1953 convention was obtained
for Rockland.
City Report
60 employees of the public utility
Included too, was the appearance
"Tags For Tots"
company who have become quite foof Cap'n Ote Lewis of Ash Point
mous in their field.
December Tax Collections at the National Legion convention
Named to the committee to ar
Totaled $134,611.44;
in New York with the Maine log This Is the Theme For Polio
range for the concert were; Ray
Tag Day On Jan. 17
cabin. There, he boosted Maine fish
Relief Load Gains
mond C. Perry, chairman; Earle C.
eries ln general .
Sixth annual March of Dimes Perry. Darald B Hocking, William
City Manager Frederick D.
Fourth of the promotional act
Farnsworth submitted a very com ivities for the city was the Port of Tag Day is to be held In Maine, A. Chester and E. Clifford Ladd.
plete report of the city government Rockland dinner at the meeting of Jan. 17 with Tags for Tots the
for the month of December 1962.
the New England Weekly Press As theme when volunteers throughout
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The tax oollector had a good sociation in Kennebunk in Sep
the state will brave winter's un
If I had my life to live again, I
month, taking in a total of tember.
certainties and solicit contribution would have made a rule to read
$134,61144. which included $2,651.76
some poetry and listen to some
from the public for the 1953 March music at least once a week. The
in excise taxes. With $907 66 col
SCHOOL BOARD MEETING
lected on 1951 assessments, the
The members of the Rockland of Dimes. In most communities, loss of these tastes ls a loss of
balance of uncollected liens for school board, at this week's session the identifying container will be j happiness.—Charles Darwin.
NEWS FROM HOME
year remains at $5297.69. The gave consideration to the renewal
the replica of the iron lung which
When the evening shade is fallinf
entire balance, current and de of teaching sub-primary classes in
is synonymous with the March of :
at the closing of the day.
linquent, totals $5297434.
the coming year. Discontinued three Dimes.
An' a feller rests from labor, smok
The office of the city clerk years ago because of lack of avail
in’ at his pipe of clay,
Nearly all Maine cities and tow^s
issued eight city and 85 state able space it appears that room can
will participate in this tag day to There's nothing does him so much
good, be fortune up or down,
licenses; recorded 157 entries and be provided during the 53-54 school
help meet the goal of the 16 Maine As the little country paper from his
furnished 43 copies of previous re year. The board expressed approval,
County Chapters of the National
Old Home Town.
cordings. Receipts were $14050 for in principal, of re-establishing the
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. It ain't a thing of beauty and Its
the city and $262 for the state.
grade.
Hundreds of Maine boys and j
print's not always clean,
The city attorney wrote one or
girls will assist with this event to i But lt straightens out his temper
dinance, attended one council parking violations received the help victims of polio. They ate R ukes
when the
a feller’s feelin
Qff’ mean;
meeting, rendered nine legal opin attention of the department.
anxious too, lo do their share of i
an. bru£hes off the frown,
ions. and attended to three other
The fire department answered 37 volunteer work towards raising ad- That little country paper from his
items of legal work or the city.
alarms to 21 actual fires; 23 inspec ditlonal funds for the research proHome Town,
The police department reported tions were made, with two viola gram being conducted with March It tells of all the parties and the
30 arrests, with 26 convictions.
tions found and corrected. There of Dimes money to speed the day
balls of Pumpkin Row.
There were 23 motor vehicle ac was one fire drill held.
when infantile paralysis will no
whose gir,
how
cidents, causing damages o 4565.
Four building permits were longer present a threat to the
grow,
A total of 132 investigations were issued during the month, three for health of Maine men, women and An' how it keeps a feller posted
made and 12 doors were found un additions to existing dwellings, one children
who’s up and who ls down.
, That little country paper from his
locked by Inspecting officers; 61 for a sign. Total value estimated
Old Home Town.
at $2425.
^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXY*
Now. I like to read the dailies and
Lamplighters
Public Works continued routine
the story papers too.
clcan-up and repairs. One new catch
{
RUMMAGE
And at times the yaller novels and
basin was built on Camden street, Central Maine Choristers To
some other trash—don’t you?
But when I want some readin’
as well as relocation of cellar
Appear
Here
Under
C-C
that’ll brush away a frown,
SALE
drains, Incident to resurfacing of
I want that little paper from my
Sponsorship
that street.
Old Home Town.
O. A. R. HALL
The Public Welfare department
The Chamber of Commerce dl- j
—Selected.
reported a further increase of case rectors voted Tuesday evening to ’
SATURDAY, JAN. 17
loads, this month from 78 at the sponsor the appearance of Central j
10.00 A. M.
beginning to 118 at the end of the Maine Power Company’s singers.
Don't Miss The
period. There are seven institu The Lamplighters, ln the city in the
Benefit
tional cases, 10 inmates at the city near future. The date will be an
BARGAINS
Purchase Street P.T.G.
farm, and 161 children receiving nounced soon.
aid to dependent children.
The Lamplighters are a group of
and
.KVVVVWVXVWVVVVVVVVVVVVV

HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL

Announces
The hero of the second art is a weasel—a
story showing Waldo Tyler as a master of the
out-of-doors at his top-flight best.

Volume 108, Number 7

Guard Commissions Sergeant, Starts Recruiting

ASK PORT DISTRICT EXTENSION

The

15.00 per yeaz
fU50 &U mouth*

Thursday
Issue

CHANGE OF DATES

GARDINER AT ROCKLAND
SATURDAY, JAN, 17—7 O’CLOCK

ROCKLAND AT GARDINER
TUESDAY, FEB. 10
These "Home and Home" Games Are
Merely 8wapped.

DANCE

I

FUN!
FRIDAY NIGHT1

Tuesday, Jan. 20 J
$38-12 Midnight

WEYMOUTH GRANGE
THOMASTON
Music by The Nor’easters

Benefit Polio Fund

Admission 58c

LIONS'
GIGANTIC
AUCTION

Glover Hall
At
7 P. M.
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When It's Cold

Annual Meetings

as comfortable in July ac they are
j now in January.

Esso Awards

In the last three years, says the
The Stockholders Of Three Think Of the Comforts Of report, 17 Eastern railroads have Four U. Of M. Students
the Good Old Summer
purchased 376 new air-conditioned
Rewarded For 4-H Work
Banks Meet and Elect
cars
and
converted
94
others.
Three
Time
Officers
Pour University of Maine stu
of them spent more than 12.000.000
When winter comes and it's cold converting so-called hot cars to dents were awarded Esso 4-H schol
Annual stockholders meetings
! outside—and sometimes inside—it cool ones
arships at a luncheon at Estabrooke
were held Tuesday morning at three
' is only natural to think of the good
The Chesapeake & Ohio added Hall recently. The students receive
Knox County banking institutions. I old summertime.
[ 126 new cars in 1950 and is now
In most cases officers and direct
And while we bundle up against completely air-conditioned. The . J100 a year for each of the years
ors were re-elected.
I the wind and weather—and dream Nickel Plate's passenger service they are in college. The award is
I of summer—there comes a report program is about completed The based on their cumulative records
Rockland First National Bank
| from the railroads on their mid- New York Central has bought 126 in 4-H club work.
Joseph W Robinson was re
, winter plans for keeping passengers new air-conditioned cars and con
Receiving $100 checks today from
elected president. With him will
verted 50. The Pennsylvania's the Esso Standard Oil Company
serve Joseph Emery, vice president
| elected as president. Also re-elect- three year total is 87 new card6 and
and cashier: Chauncey M. D. Keene.
were Seth Bradstreet, Jr„ of Albion, j
i ed were Morris B. Perry, vice pres- 32 conversions.
Herman M. Hart and C. Maxwell
a junior majoring in animal hus
' ident: Harold 8. Davis, vice presIn
the
23
years
since
it
started,
Ames, assistant cashiers. Re-elected
I ident; Lendon C. Jackson, trea- air-conditioning on the railroads bandry: Clinton Conant, of Canton I
as directors were Kennedy Crane,
Point, a sophomore majoring In ag- '
Joseph Emery, Edward P. Glover, 1 surer and Leon W. Sanborn, assist has come to be a pretty general
riculture: Melvin Puller, of Liver
ant
treasurer.
thing.
The
first
air-conditioned
car,
Chauncey Keene. Harold S. Leach.
Directors re-elected were Charles says the Baltimore * Ohio Rail more Falls, a senior majoring in I
James M. Pease. Joseph W. Robin
botany: and Clinton Jewett, of
son. William Sansom and Harry E H. Berry. Putnam B. Bicknell, J. road. was its own Martha Wash
C. Creighton. A. C. McLoon, H. C. ington diner which was oooled off Whitefield a freshman.
Wlibur.
Representing the Esso company
President Robinson informed the Newbegin. Morris Perry, Knott C. for passenger comfort in 1930.
at the luncheon were Frank E. Pox,
Rankin.
George
Thomas
and
Ar
Since
then
the
railroads
have
stockholders that the bank had
spent millions improving and ex of Portland; and Messrs. Jeffries.
built up its capital funds and re thur K. Walker.
President
Newbegin
inormed
his
tending the service and will con Smart and DeHart. Others attend
serves during 1952. had noted an
ing and speaking briefly were Dean
increase in business and took the associates that the year 1952 had tinue to spend more.
been a normally successful year in
Ice (a pleasant thought for July) of Agriculture Arthur L. Deering;
occasion to express the apprecia
Associate Extension Service Direct
tion of the bank to its customers the bank's operations and expressed Is also essential to passenger com
or George E. Lord; Associate Dean
and friends for the patronage given the gratitude of the officers and di fort and In a single two-week pe
Winthrop C. Libby of the College of
rectors
to
the
patrons
of
the
enter

riod
last
summer
(July
1
to
15),
during the past year.
Agriculture; and Kenneth C. LoveThe death during the past year prise for the support it has re ; when temperatures in the East
soared to record peaks, the 17 re Joy. state 4-H club leader for the
of William D. Talbot who faith ceived in the past years.
Branch managers named at the porting roads used more than 1.100,- Agricultural Extension Service, all
fully served as a director over a long
of the University of Maine.
period, was noted with regTet, and meeting were: Harold Davis, Cam 000 tons. One road spent $216,000 on
Conant has won a trip to the Na
den:
Mrs.
Doris
M.
Payson.
Onion;
Ice
last
year,
another
$165,000.
A
the vacancy in board of directors
tional 4-H Club Congress in Chica
third spent $46,000 in June alone.
caused thereby was not filled at apd Leon Sanborn. Vinalhaven.
Generally the ice is artificial and go; Fuller has won trips to both the
Thomaston National Bank
this time.
National 4-H Congress in Chicago
The Thomaston National Bank's ! is bought from dealers along the
Knox County Trust Company
and the National 4-H Club Camp in
lines.
Some
New
England
roads
use
At the annual stockholders meet stockholders met also on Tuesday ice from lakes and ponds and the Washington, D. C.. and Jewett has
ing of the Knox County Trust Com for their annual meeting. Elected as Bangor
Aroostook in Maine, uses been to the Eastern States Exposi- I
pany Herbert C. Newbegin was re- directors for the year were Robert all natural ice. Two railroads, the tion in West Springfield. Mass., to
W. Walsh, Fied C. Black. Lionel F.
show a prize dairy animal.
Jealous. Riohard O. Elliot, Willis Pennsylvania and Readiijg, have
their
own
ice-making
plants.
R. Vinal and Harold Dana.
— AUCTION —
For the most part the ice is used
To Study Algae
Officers named were Richard O.
for cooling drinking water, refrig
Elliot,
president;
Lionel
F.
Jealous,
At the “Auction House”
vice president, Harold F. Dana, erator cars, milk and cream ship
IN BELMONT ON ROITE 3
Bowdoin Professor Will
cashier and Charles Starrett. as ments, commuter club cars and din
Work
This Winter At
ing
car
service.
And
while
most
airWEDNESDAY EVENING
sistant cashier.
conditioning is by an electro-me
University
of Miami
JAN 14—7 P. M.
chanical process, some roads still
Alton
H.
Gustafson,
Professor of j
An extra good lot of Household
have a number of old-style iceBOWLING ALLEY
, Biology at Bowdoin College, who '
Goods and Other Items.
cooled
cars
in
operation.
THOMASTON
But new or old-fashioned, air- , will be on sabbatical leave during :
S. C. ENGLISH
OPEN SUNDAYS
conditioning on the railroads is a the second semester, will be work- |
Auctioneer and Sales Mgr.
pleasant midsummer dream or a j ing in Florida under a grant from j
2-11 P. M.
BELFAST, MAINE
6‘8 midwinter day.
j the Research Corporation of new 1
i York. Dr. Gustafson will conduct
| a study of algae, making his head
quarters at the Marine Laboratory

Gregory’s

j
j
j
I
I
j
;
i
[
I

REDUCES PRICES
ON ODD LOTS

AND BROKEN SIZES

also expects to do some work in association with the University of
Florida, at Gainesville, and with
Florida State University, at Telia- J
hassee. During the summer of i
1952 Dr. Gustafson carried on a !
program of research for the Maine
State Department of sea and j
Shore Fisheries, with special i
growtli studias of quahogs in local i
coastal waters. A graduate of the
University of Maiseachusetts, with
his Doctor's degree from Harvard.
Dr. Gustafson has been at Bowdoin
since 1946.

In keeping with our annual policy we announce Price

Birth Proof

Reductions on all odd lots and broken sizes of Suits,

Certificates May Be Ob
tained Through Census
Records

Topcoats, Storm Jackets and Coats and Shoes.

regular Gregory High Quality merchandise.

All of

Most lots

are small, so come early.
MEN'S FINE WORSTED

MEN S FINE WOOL

SUITS and TOPCOATS
150
WERE 49.75
REDUCED TO—
Prices on Other Suits—Now $29.50
Others Are Now

WERE 39.50 to 45.00

$19.50

WERE 25.00 to 35.00

MEN'S JACKETS

$ 8.00

MEN'S LLNEII

With Warm Insulated Lining

$11.00

LEATHER JACKETS

$18.00

SAVE $6.95 to $11.50

Sires 38 to 46

to 60.00

$20.00

SAVE $1.60 to $11.00
LADIES’ AND MEN'S

MEN'S

STORM COATS

DRESS SHOES

$ 8.95

SAVE $1.00 to $8.00

$11.95

10 to 18.
38 to 44.
SAVE $15.00

$30.00

BOYS' WARM

MEN'S

JACKETS

$ 8.00

With Insulated Lining. Sites 8 to M

$11.00

SAVE $1.50 to $6.50

$16.00

SKI BOOTS
SAVE $4.00 to $6.00

$10.95
$15.00

Persons who may lack birth cer
tificates or need other evidence
bearing on citizenship, age or fam
ily relationships, can obtain tran
scripts of their personal cenus rec
ords they were reminded by F. X.
Griffin, District Supervisor of the
District Office of the Census Bu
reau. It has been estimated that
between 40 and 50 million Ameri
cans do not have birth certificates,
Mr. Griffin said, adding that the
Census Bureau has handled nearly
two million requests for copies of i
census records from individuals
during the last decade.
The Portland census official em
phasized in his statement that per
sonal information recorded by his
bureau is entirely confidential and
may be. furnished only upon writ
ten request by the individual to'
whom lt relates or his legal repre
sentative. Application forms are
available at his office. Mr. Griffin
states, as well as at other field of- j
ficea of the Department of Com
merce. The normal fee is $3 for
searches of two censuses for one
individual, each application being |
handled in regular turn with an av
erage elapsed time of several weeks
to complete service. Expedited
handling will be furnished for a
fee of $4 Searches of two additional
censuses require additional fees in
the corresponding same amounts.
A fee of $1 is charged for duplicate
or extra copies of the original tran
script.
Subscribe to The Oourler-Oaeecte

FOR SALE
NO GOODS CHARGED
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WEST WASHINGTON

Editor and Publisher. JOHN RICHARDSON

Sgt. Clarence Jones and his
mother and nephew of 8omervllle
visited with Mr. and Mrs. William
Bowman Sunday night and showed
pictures of Japan and other Inter
esting places. Sgt. Jones has been
' in Japan for three years and home
for the holidays. He expects to leave
i this month.

[EDITORIAL]
A LABOR LEADER WITH SENSE
One figure has emerged from the current bus strike in
New York with considerable credit and that is Michael Quill,
leader of the striking bus drivers. He has stressed one point
only, and that is that his men work a 48 hour week as op
posed to the operators of the City owned lines working 40.
He has also had the good sense to refuse to pull out tlie
workers in the New York subways, saying the strike is against
the bus companies, not against the people of New York.
The result is the unusual situation of the great body of
citizens favoring the strikers and wishing them well in spite
of the fact that the winning of the strike will mean higher
fares and the abandonment of the 10 cent fare which the
authorities seek to retain.

VICTIM OF CIRCUMSTANCE
Press despatches from New York tell of the great ocean
steamship Washington being towed up the Hudson River.
The unusual factor is that this vessel, less than 20 years old.
Is being placed In the somnolence of the mothball fleet far
up the river.
The Wahtngton is a long way from obsolete yet she finds
herself in the unhappy position of being a war casualtyrebuilt Into a dormitory type troop transport she remains a
one class carrier which cannot be operated with economic
success. Yet she is too old to justify the huge expense of re
construction as a modem passenger or cruise ship. The
result—the mothball fleet to await the hour of critical need
when she may serve as a troop carrier once more.
Many thousands of G. I.'s remember the huge ship, re
named Mount Vernon, which rescued great numbers of men
from Lost France and took numberless fighting men back
to later win the war.

Mrs. Clarence Shuman of North
Waldoboro. Rev. Charles MacDon
ald performed the ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. James Goodwin, sis
ter of the bridegroom attended the
couple. The double ring service was
used.
Mrs. Shuman is a senior at Ers
kine Academy in South China and
will continue her studies and grad
uate in June.
Mr. Shuman belongs to the Na
tional Guard In Augusta and is em
ployed at the Victor Burnham store
in North Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Shuman are going
to make their home in Waldoboro.

Shuman-Bowman
Saturday night Jan. 3, in Rock
land, Miss Patrcia Bowman, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bowman
of West Washington was married
to Freeland Shuman son of Mr. and

BLOCK STYLE

Chuck Roast

BONE IN

Boneless Chuck

Rib Roast

SUPER-RIGHT CLOSE-TRIM

CLOSE-TRIMMED

Porterhouse
IT'S UP TO THE "LITTLE PEOPLE"
The thought is pretty simple, but vital all the same—the
folks back home will actually carry the ball in the drive for
economy In government. It is the attitudes and actions cl
the constituents of the members of Congress which will be
the ultimate decisive factor.
We on the home front must see to it that no pressures
are exerted for more government spending. Everybody wants
economy in government, but we must want it enough to sac
rifice our pet projects. The $80,000,000,000 budget is very
likely made up of these pet community projects.
Not only must we not use pressure to increase spending,
we must militantly object to it. There will be people in this
Congressional District who will preach economy and then go
to bat for some improvement Jpcally that will line their own
community pockets with tax money. These inconsistent
two-timers must ,be silenced.
In the long run the people get the kind of government
they really want—efficient and economical or wasteful and
corrupt. It is wholly up to the individual citizens as to
what the next four years will bring.

THE C.-G.'s "FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE”
It has always been a semi-serious colloquialism in this
newspaper office that the carrier boys are its first line of
defense. They arc the first contact of the newspaper with
Its customers just as its first page is its show window. This
carrier service Is vital to the paper's existence. When lt is
good the subscribers say little but feel contented. The story
is verv different when one poor carrier gets on the streets or
a good carrier goes into a slump.
Every patron is entitled to his paper every issue and
reasonably early, with the paper in good condition and not
thrown on his doorstep to blow all over the neighborhood.
When any or all of these conditions do not prevail, of course
the subscriber gets hot under the collar, and poor delivery is
the quickest way to lose customers.
Every effort is made to secure good carriers and the
present group is satisfactory. They aim to do a good job.
They are well used at the office and well paid on a bonus
system for good service. They have an unusual esprit de
corps and work wpll together. Various methods have been
used to build this friendly morale—group luncheons—group
attendance at movies, ice cream festivals, circuses, etc.
Group pictures in the paper have been used—and even a
small newspaper of their own.—can anybody recall "The
Carriers' Gazette?”
Another step in that direction will be tried shortly by
our Major Barde. Expert cameraman and wise In the under
standing of boy nature, he will shortly start a camera study
of each carrier so that his subscribers may know what sort
of a boy their particular carrier is and what area of the city
he covers. It will lead, we hope, to an even better carriersubscriber understanding and improved relations all around.

LB

SHORT 7-INCH CUT

SUPER-RIGHT STEAK

STEAK OR

Top Round

OVEN ROAST

(FACE RUMP)

Round Tip

SUPER RIGHT

Sirloin Steak

time walking can be very’ risky, fake steps to make this a winter
warn our State Police, whether free from accident trouble.

nrni

n

nn

LB

CLOSE TRIM

Bottom Round

LB

POT ROAST
CUT FROM HEAVY

Cube Steak

LB

STEER ROUNDS

SUPER RIGHT FRESHLY GROUND

Hamburg

ONE QUALITY-ONE PRICE

LB

REGALO BRAND
10 oz
PKG

SPINACH
Tangerines

LARGE SIZE 150's

Cortland Apples

DOZ -

MAINE GRADE A

LBS

RED DELICIOUS • U. S. NO. I
GRADE A MAINE

Apples

Q

CALIFORNIA

Carrots

LBS ’

U. S. NO. 1
GRADE A MAINE

McIntosh Apples

19

O
W
O
O <

U. S. NO.l

^LBS’

16 OZ CELLO <

CRISP

PKGS

SUNNYFIELD
25 LB
BAG

FAMILY FLOUR

1.83
2LBQJPC

Ched-O-Bit

LOAF

FOR EVERY CHEESE USE

Silverbrook Butter
JANE

Spanish Bar Cake

PARKER

LIBBY'S

Broccoli Spears

FROZEN

LIBBY'S

Cauliflower

FROZEN

MILD

8 O'clock Coffee

MELLOW

Our Own Tea Bags
Granulated Sugar

10LBQQC

bag
1 LB 4 0Z 4

Sunnyfield Oats

QUICK or REG

Choc. Chip Cookies
Baked Beans

ALL VARIETIES

?RICr.S SHOW*,
IN THIS AD
GUARANTEED
THRU SAT. JA’1
17 A EFFECTIV'
IH TRIS
COMMUNITY
A VICINITY

AO
'

AQC

A

CAN

32OZRJQC

MILLER'S

SLICED

JAR

1LB12OZ<

AAP

33c

CAN

YELLOW CLING

Dried Beef

O/LC

7OZ
PKG

1LB12OZ4J

YANKEE

Kosher Dill Pickles
Peaches

16c

BOX

NABISCO

BROAD or

Ann Page Noodles
Walk through the winter with ! you’re on the way to or from work,
watchful eyes—and measure your ™ vl*te or ‘hoppittg errands.
_
,
„„ „ i Watch for skidding cars and use
safety with careful feet. Winter- ,
caut,on

LB

OVEN ROAST

8 OZ

PKG

FINE

SUNNYFIELD

2v2oz
JAR

SLICED

oJ
W

ec

(.RfAT ATlAWir AND PACIFIC HA COMPANY

THf

SWEETHEART SOAP

RINSO

Agrees with your skin

An All-Purpose Soap

2 "16 CARES |

5l

3

MTH CAMS

32C

2 LARCE RACKAtEl 55C

SCIENTIFICALLY TESTED
Ill'Ll

SPRY

«*

SURF

For Baking And Frying
____________ .TICK

' LIKE A DOCTOR’S

1 «wo can

32°

**» 19

3

No Rinsing Needed
LARCE RACKACE

30'

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF

LUX FLAKES

It's Extra Special

Brightens and Whitens

n-, ounce jar 21c

2 LARCE RKKAtES

STETHOSCOPE-ON YOLK WATCH
No haphazard watch repairing hare! We don't hang
your watch on a board lor a week or two to check
it. No. indeed! When you bring your watch in, we
put it on the WatchMaster and this amazing elec
tronic instrument prints a record
telling us exactly
what is wrong (see the "dad-ol", above).

We can then estimate proper charges, immediately,
adding nothing by guess-work. When your watch
is repaired, we cheek it again, assuring you ol
"proven" efficiency of our work —faster, too!

BAB-0

LUX SOAP

Does Not Scratch

Lathers freely and quickly

,« ounce

ca» ,2C

FAB

1 5C

SILVER DUST

A Colgate-Palmolive product
LAME RACKACE

2 REGULAR CAKES

30‘

With Cannon Face Cloth
LAME RACKACE

29'

IEMAM THAT YIM WATCH REPAIR! BE CKCKEI ON A

EVEREADY COCOA
Nestles

i l» jjc u, a 29'3 ehviloro 13'
■«* *9* •**■*-.

if*

SWAN SOAP

Kind To Your Hands
2«E(CAKESJ5C

J

MTH CAMS

JR'

. *

•Thureday-Saturdty
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A Strong Group

TALK OF THE TOWN
A representative from the Social
Security Administration office ln
(Social ar.d community events Augusta will be at the Rockland
are solicited for tfcto calendar. AU Post Office Building, Jan. 19 from
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial 12150 to 230 p. m. Residents of
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can* Rockland and nearby towns who
not be accepted. The decision of wish to file claims for federal Oldthe editor is final.]
Age and Survivors Insurance or obJan. 15—Knox Oounty Postmasters tain information shouldcall upon
JaTVL-S X'- ™~ub thU representative who to In the

Coming Events

Boy Scout Financial Cam
paign For 1953 Is In
Capable Hands
The 1963 Boy Scout financial
campaign will open shortly with
Kennedy Crane, Jr. as manpower
chairman, assisted by Edgar Farns
worth as distriot chairman and
Robert Gifford in charge of pub
licity. H. P. Blodgett will be In
charge of special gifts for Rock
land and Charles Gale Is special
gifts chairman for Damariscotta.
The several town chairmen In
clude: Thomaston, Dr. E. R. Moss;
Warren. Westley Greene; St.
George, Henry Bryant; Rockland.
William Ooffield. Rockport, Leon
ard Ames; Waldoboro, Hany
Brown;
Damarisootta,
Walter
Chapman and Louis French and
Boothbay Harbor, Ralph Scott.

Save Holly Trees

PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, the civic bodies snd
service organizations of our
community and the departments
of the local government recog
nize the great service rendered
to this community by the Rock
land Junior Chamber of Com
merce: and
WHEREAS, the United States
Junior Chamber of Commerce
and its affiliated State and local
organizations have set aside the
week of January 14 to January
21, 1953 to observe the founding
of the Junior Chamber of Com
merce,
WHEREAS, this organization of
young men has contributed ma
terially to the betterment of this
community throughout the year,
THEREFORE, I, Edwin L. Scar
lott, Chairman of the City
Council of the City of Rockland
do hereby proclaim the week of
January 14-21, 1953 as
JAYCEE WEEK
and urge all citizens of our com
munity to give full consideration
to the future services of the
junior Chamber of Commerce.
EDWIN L. SCARLOTT,
Chairman,
Rockland City Council.

Take All To Heart

Group Buying Sunken Gar* The Ten Commandments For
Safety Named By Lieut,
den To Save Old Trees
de Winter
From Extinction

this time of year makes tt Import
ant to have headlights and taillights functioning well
Keep windshield clear. Replace
dead windshield wiper blades with
live-rubber blades. Make sure de
froster to working well. Correct
faults without delay.
Keep brakes well adjusted. They
should be in good order to assure
simultaneous gripping on all wheels.
If brakes "pull” they can cause a
dangerous skid.
Carry chains and use when need
ed. When snow and ice conditions
develop, chains will cut stopping
distance about in half and help pre
vent accidents and tie-ups.
“The long, dark weeks of winter
provide us with a real test of who to
a good driver,' deWinter said. "Let's
not blame avoidable acciden's on
the weather or on the roads, when
we know ln advance that we must
compensate for poor visibility and
reduced traction by proper equip
ment and by caution ln our driving
habits."

St. John's Church
Episcopalians Of Thomaston

Held Parish Meeting In
Undercroft Tuesday

Ten commonsense suggestions for
The annual parish meeting of St.
prolonging the life of your car this
John's Episcopal Church in Thom
winter were offered today by Lieut,
aston was held Tuesday evening
John deWinter, Director, Division
ln the Undercroft of the church.
of|Trafnc and
State
Rev. E. O Kenyon, pastor presided.
Pre
Reports of the church affairs of
Start r^1'
the clutch
the past year were given by parish
Prised
while
starting.
rfneets at IOOF. Hall, 7 p. m.
Rockland Post Office Building evDon't abuse the choke. Improper
officers which included the reports
Jlii.
18—-Woman's
Educational ery Monday at this same time. EvJust east of Point o’ Woods on Fire
is
a
thirtyj
can
waste
®
gasoline
of Clerk Ralph Cushing and Trea
Olub meets at the Farnsworth' cry person who has worked ln emisland. Fire Island
Warm up the engine. This warm
surer Miss Edna Watts.
Jam<TXbinrtetn Quest Evening pl0>’ment covered *
Soclal Se'
mile-long sand spit off the south
In the elections, Hollis Young
curlty Act should learn about his
shore of Long Island and to acces up period need not be long, but it
Famaworth Building.
will help prevent your stalling in
was named senior warden at the
sible only by boat
Jan. 20 Rebekahs meet at I.O.OF. rights upon reaching age 65. Upon
Hall. 730 p. m.
parish with Oeorge Hall elected to
Richard H. Rough, curator ot the the first few blocks of your trip.
the death of a person who has
Don't overlook tires. When the
the dual post of junior warden and
department of conservation at the
« a ~« -*«»'■ mercury drops suddenly, tires may
clerk. Miss Edna Watts will again
American Museum of Natural His
of P. HaU, Thomaston, with rnember of the family should make
serve as treasurer.
tory, said that the group already need more air, because air contracts
supper.
prompt Inquiry about survivors In
Jan. 23—Finnish-American Festi surance benefits.
Vestrymen elected were: Ralph
has purchased a 400-foot stretch with cold.
val at Community Building,
Go easy In starting. When moving
Cushing. Reginald Henderson, Wil
of
the
narrow
island
for
125,000
8 p. m.
liam Grafton, George Mero and Al
and is now raising funds with the from a parked or stopped position,
A change of home and home
Jan. 23—Methebesec Club will meet
bert Hall.
aim of acquiring 1,138 feet con put only slight pressure on the ac
with Mrs. Alex Vardavoulis. 64 games between Rockland and Oar
Municipal Court
Masonic St., at 2 30 p. m Guest diner High School basketball teams
taining thirty-aix and a half acres. celerator. Racing the engine will
// The area to a mysterious sort of cause tires to spin on snow or ice,
Day.
ing a public .supper Jan. 19 at 630
On Tuesday Walter W. Black. "Past A Prologue
Jan. 30—Rubinstein Club at Farns brings Gardiner here Jan. 17 at 7
and you’ll get Into a groove from
p. m„ at Masonic dining room. Cit
It
to
called
the
8unken
For

place.
p.
m.,
and
takes
RHS
to
Oardiner
Thomaston,
appeared
in
Municipal
worth Building.
UNION
which it may be hard to get out.
izens are asked to help the class
Feb. 2—Lady
Knox
Chapter,! on Feb. 10.
court before Judge Zelma M. Dwl- Famous Papers In American est because it lies hidden in a val
Take care of your battery. Have MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD raise funds tor graduation events.
Daughters of American Revoley behind the sand dunes. The tops
nal,
charged
by
State
Police
offi

Correspondent
glutlon, at the Farnsworth MuIt checked at frequent, regular In
History Now Safely
of the trees are kept clipped off by
Rev. George Wood, pastor of the cer Harvey C. Childs with operat
Telephone 10-24
“seum.
tervals. Demands on lt are heaviest
If you had to walk in the other
Preserved
the winter winds that whip across
Feb. 5—Emblem Club meets at Elks Universallst Church, spoke to Ki- ing an overloaded truck on the 8t.
in winter months.
fellow's shoes, perhaps you wouldn't
Home. 8 p. m.
the
Island.
Although
lt
is
dominated
wanlans Monday evening at their George road, Jan. 12. The truck had
The Declaration of Independ
Check lights. Poor visibility at
Senior Class of the UHS to serv- criticize his gait.
Feb 6—Methebesec Club will meet weekly luncheon on his experiences
a load limit of 9.000 pounds, but ence, the Constitution and the Bill by holly trees there are also sassa
at 2.30 p. m_ with Mrs. Charles
fras,
tupelo,
pitch
pine
and
wild
ln
Alaska
and
the
Aleutians
during
carried
over
19,000
according
to
the
Whitmore, 294 Broadway
his service as a Navy chaplain dur complaint. The accused pleaded of Rights, the documents on which cherry trees. The old holly trees
Feb. 14—8t. Valentine's Day.
' ***’W/*e*^. Feb 20— Methebesec Club will ing World War 2.
gilllty and was fined $15 and costs American concepts and guarantees have gnarled trunks and reach up
meet at Farnsworth Museum at
of
freedom
are
based,
are
now
en

to
35
feet
from
the
forest
floor.
of $2.70. He paid the fine.
230 p. m.
sconced in a physical security never
The Chamber of Commerce, in a
•• • •
The trees have the typical green,
March 3—Community Concert at
before contrived for the treasures shiny leaves with sharp points and
Camden Opera House, Carol meeting of the Merchant’s Com
Judge Zelma M. Dwinal contin
Olenn, violinist, guest artist.
mittee Wednesday morning, set the ued indefinitely a case made by po of man. Hermetically sealed ln the red berries which are traditional
e,. *"
7
dates of Rockland Dollar Days as lice against William H. Olenden- bronze and glass cases filled with at this time of the year. They rep
There will be a special meeting of Feib. 5, 6 and 7.
ning, Shaw Ave., Rockland, for helium, they now repose in a fire- resent fine specimens of the true
the directors of Knox County
making an improper turn off Union proof, bombproof, tamper-proof American holly which reaches its
Chapter, American Red Cross, at
A contract to replace fire hose street on Tuesday.
This action vault in the world’s most expensive maximum growth along the coast.
the chapter office on Main street, lost at the Dec. 12 fire was let by
was taken by the court to pre storage warehouse., the air-corvdi In many areas the American holly
at 730 p. m. Thursday.
City Manager Frederick D. Farns vent any prejudice which might tione'd Greek temple on Washing has become rare because its leaves
worth Wednesday, delivery to be arise in a probable civil action ton’s Pennsylvania Avenue, known and berries were picked and sold
|The first 10 strings of a bowling within three weeks. The Henry J.
‘ as the Archives Building,
for Christmas decorations.
stemming from the charge.
match for the championship of Lovell Co., Boston, was low bidder
j “The Past is Prologue for the FuIn describing the Sunken Forest
Knox Oounty will be rolled at the on 1050 feet of two and one-half
I ture,” says the wordy paraphrase Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, orni
WALTER L. SNOWMAN
Lucky Strike Alleys ln Camden Fri inch hose, at $1.17 per foot, and
Walter Leroy Snowman, 68, re of Shakespeare carved on the thologist. once wrote, “The long
day night between the defending also on 150 feet of one-an-a-half
tired lobsterman, died Wednesday ; architrave in the early days of holes of the trees in the Sunken
champion, Wally Heal of Camden Inch, at 85 cents per foot.
Tmorning at his Owl's Head home I the New Deal, which beUeved Forest make a picturesque and con
and Johnny Jenkins of Thomaston.
I nothing of the kind. In dedicating trasting scene. Most striking are
after a long Illness.
Heal has an average of 105 for the
Today’s lecture in the series on
Bom March 4, 1884, at South the new shrine, in which the ex- the yellowish-gray hollies—the last
year and Jenkins 101.
Interior Decorating held at the Thomaston, he was the son of Am ' perts say these documents can re- word in gToteaquerle of stem and
Farnsworth Museum will be on the brose and Maria i Marks I Snowman. ! main unharmed for 1000 years. branch—twisted, gnarled and knot
DELICIOUS BRISKET
4 Tall Cans
There will be a rehearsal of offi subject of wallpapering. Michael
He is survived by a daughter, Mrs. President Truman, the discredited ted, parting and fusing again Uke
cers of Golden Rod Chapter 8, O. Free, New York, and Mrs. Lida
echo
of
the
New
Deal,
warned
55c
Armour’s Milk
island olives. Cloven trunks are not
Arietta Willis, Owl's Head and two
E. S. Sunday afternoon at 430 at Oonia of Rockland will appear be
Americans against destroying “the uncommon. Some of the hollies
Timco
grandchildren.
the Masonic Temple in preparation fore the group at 730 p. m.
for 27c
Funeral services will be held at very thing they are struggling to have diameters of ten to 12 inches
TENDER, TASTY
Dog Food
for installation January 23. Officers
breast high, and a height of 35
2 p. m„ Friday, from the Burpee preserve.”
arc asked to note change in time.
One Year Ago: Triple automobile
R A R
The fact that this is the very feet."
Funeral Home, Rev. James Dagino
crash at Olen Cove caused property
tin 79c
Mr. Pough said the move to pre
Chicken
j Littlefield Memorial Baptist church i man who declared his own war in
Tuesday night, two automobiles, damage to cars—Ice plant exploded
Korea,
without
the
consent
of
Con

serve
the
area
was
started
when
FANCY THIN RIB
Perry’s
<^ie operated by Weston W. Clark. at Rockport Ice Co. plant, dam i officiating.
Entombment will be ln Beaview gress required by the Constitution, Dr. Ernest OSborne, of Teachers
lb. 77c
Coffee
19, North Whitefield, the other by age. $8000—Rockland youth held In
and who, within the year ordered CoUege at Columbia University, and
Richard D. Sukeforth, 29 Warren Belfast robbery—Earl Smith filling | cemetery, Rockland and burial to the seizure of the rteel industry im two associates were attending an
Marshmallow
to be held at the Ash Point ceme
street, were ln collision at Grace station entered in Warren—Rock
defiance of the Constitution, pro auction and purchased a 600-foot
jar 21c
Fluff
tery in the spring.
LEG O' LAMB
lb. 65c
and Broad streets. While there land visited by heavy storm. Two
vides a far more eloquent sermon strip of the Island. Dr. Osborne
Slade
’
s
were no Injuries to personnel, there men collapse and die on highway.
on
the
need
for
public
vigilance.
went to Mr. Rough with the idea of
Safe drivers are defensive drivers
LAMB CHOPS, Rib
was considerable property damage Warwick Vose of Thomaston and
Ginger
1 OZ. 12c
It is nice to hear that neither turning the area into some sort of
says our State Police. They anti
Police are continuing their inves Orris Young of Lincolnville—James
moth
nor
rust,
nor
enemy
bombs,
or
quasi-public
preserve
Mr.
public
Slade's
cipate danger ahead by asking
FRANKFORTS, Regular
tigation.
L. Bryne of Damariscotta fatally
OZ. 23c
themselves. Can I depend upon my nor even the hot air of Washington Pough interested The Nature Con
Black
Pepper
Injured In automobile crash.
DRY
brakes to grip evenly? Is my night can now dumaire these tiered docu servancy, in the project The Nature
SALT PORK
Campfire
Two destroyer escorts, the USS
ments. But unless the things they Conservancy to an organization in
BACK
time
speed
low
enough
so
I
can
BORN
Berry and the USS D. E. McCaffery
SLICED
Marshmallows lb. 34c
stand for are engraved on our terested In preserving such areas of
BACON
Bickford—At Kr.ox
Hospital, stop within the range of my head minds and hearts, unless we are
anchored in the harbor, off Rock
CURED
natural
interest.
6 Packages
lights?
Is
the
roadway
so
icy
or
Jan.
13.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
land breakwater, Wednesday after
PURE
more determined than we have
The option expires Jan. 15, and
Bickford, a son.
snow-packed
that
I
should
use
tire
25c
Cracker Jack
SAUSAGE
noon, Both vessels are undergoing
PORK
D^XVlir.™ ^'hEd£rdj chaJns?
1 awake Phy**~Uy and been in the immediate past that they hope to have the necessary
tests at the Owl's Head trial course.
none shall trespass on them . . .we $20,500 by that time. While they
PIG'S LIVER, Fresh
mentally? Will a train be approach
Merced, a daughter.
shall
have provided not a shrine, are ln the process of raising the
Fenwick—At Meriden, Conn., Dec. ing at the next rail crossing? WiU
On Wednesday afternoon firemen
BY THE
5, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnson C. a pedestrian dart out from behind but a tomb. “What's past to Pro funds a guard has been established
MINCED HAM
ware called to the home of Arnold Fenwick, a daughter.
PIECE
logue."
In the forest to keep pre-holiday
that
parked
car?
WiU
a
sliding
ft Salminen, 44 Fulton street, where
Maker—At Rockland. Jan. 13,
LEAN
holly
pickers
from
damaging
the
lb. 49c
HAMBURG
a flooded oil burner required the to Mrs. Violet, and the late Leon youngster coast out that driveway
The wise man carries his knowl old trees.
FRESH
ard
E.
Maker.
Clark
Island,
a
son
—
up
ahead?
If
you
want
to
be
a
safe
department's attention. There was
edge and his watch for his own
CUT
Mr. Pough said that after the
Leonard E.
ea.$1.19
driver—think ahead!
CHICKEN
no damage.
use—not for display.
UP
Demuth—At HeTsford. Germany
property to acquired the group will
Jan. 10, to SPC and Mrs. Harland
BLOCK
decide just how it should be pre
lb. 59c
CHUCK ROAS1
LOST: Lady's white gold Oruen
R. Demuth, a daughter.
The Jessie Aylward Hat Shop
MARJORIE
MILLS
STYLE
served.
One
way,
he
said,
would
be
Dow
—
At
Philadelphia.
Pa.,
Jan
wrist
watch.
Tel.
233-M.
7-lt
Clearance Sale on all hats; 375
13, to Mr. arid Mrs. Harrison E.
to set up a private organization to
STEAK, Club
lb. 79c
RECOMMENDS
Main Street, over the Paramount Dow of Fairless Hills, Pa. (Joyce
provide guards and otherwise ad
The Purchase Street PTG will
I.* Rosa
Restaurant.
7-lt Cole of South Liberty), a son—
minister it so that the public could
STEAK, Top Round
lb. 89c
hold a Rummage Sale Saturday.
Brian Davis.
Masonic Club
Macaroni
Pk? ;
enjoy the place. Another plan would
January
17
at
GAR
HaU.
Sale
will
Special Introductory offer on
Powdered Cream
DIED
be to turn lt over to the state park |
STEAK, Cube
lb. 89c
begin at 10 a. m. This sale to to
Meeting
US. News and World Report, 26
Bor*tel—At Rockland, Jan. 15. benefit the Purchase street PTG.
system.
•
Pream
tin
2
weeks $2.87; good till July 1. Subs Miss Clara M. Borstel, at the resi
MONDAY, JAN. 19
lb. 89c
STEAK, PORTERHOUSE
7*lt
to all other magazines taken, with dence of J. E. Stevens, age 83
Ritter’s
AT 8.00 P. M.
Baled hay for sale—Brotne, Tim
appreciation. Prompt and courte years. Funeral Saturday at 2 p. m.
Relish
othy and Clover mixtures priced
3X
Annual
FISH STICKS, Fresh
lb. 39c
ous service. Call or write Sher from Russell Funeral Home. In
according to grade. Coll Edward C. ]
terment in Achorn cemetery.
PUBLIC
SUPPER
Tetley
’s
Business
Meeting
and
wood E. Frost. 156 No. Main St..
Snow—At Camden. Jan. 13. Mrs.
Cutting, telephone Union 33-3;
lb. 21c
POLLOCK
O A. R. HALL
Election of Officers
Tea Bags
>1 1181-J.
3-8 Emma Stone Snow of North Ha
Warren 3-3 or Lincolnville 3-4528.
ven. Funeral services Jan. 15 at
Saturday,
January
17
Florida
7-lt
SPAWN—Fresh Haddock
North Haven Baptist Church. Rev
5.90-6.30 O’CLOCK
GAME PARTY
George R. Merriam officiating. In
Grapefruit
Auspice*
Anderson
Auxiliary
NEW
terment in Brown Cemetery
CVEBY niDAT
2 lbs. 19c
CABBAGE
Maltex
GREEN
Snowman—At Owl's Head. Jan.
At 7J8 P. M.
14.
Walter
Leroy
Snowman,
age
68
Cereal
MARSH
TOWER ROOM
3 for 29c
GRAPEFRUIT
years. Funeral Friday at 2 p. m.
SEEDLESS
COMMUNITY BUILDINO
Amazo
from Burpee Funeral Home. In
tMpleee Knlghto tt Cotnmbee
LARGE,
CRISP
CLAYT BITLER
terment in Ash Point In the spring.
LETTUCE
Deserts
19c
16-T*Th-tl
ICEBERG
Peppard—At Rockland. Jan. 13,
Mildred B. Peppard of Vinalhaven, Wants to See YOU About
2 lbs. 23c
BANANAS
age 54) years. Funeral today. 3 p.
Kraft
TELEVISION
m Mt. Auburn Chapel, Cambridge,
Miracle Whip
pt- 36c
Mass. Interment in Mt Auburn
RUSSELL
157-tf
EXTRA SPECIAL
Cemetery.
Kraft

A group of private citizens to in
the process ot Insuring the preser- :
vation of some of the oldest holly ;
trees in America, it was disclosed !
yesterday. The ancient trees, some
of them several hundred years old,
dominate the Sunken Forest, a
spectacular stretch of woodland.

HURRY, GET YOUft COPV
BETTER LIVING FOR EVERYON’
RECIPE/AND "GOOD IDEAS
THAT MAKE HOUSEKEEPING FdN

CORNED BEEF

lb. 59c

LAMB FORES

lb. 39c

CORNED BEEF

lb. 25c

*misB

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

SMALL’S

TRENEER'S MARKET
266 MAIN STREET - TELEPHONE 1691

lb. 39c

WHILE THEY LAST

Chuck Beef Roast,

lb. 39c

STEAKS—

Porterhouse or Sirloin

lb.

7Qa

Tenderized or Top Round
BURPEE

Rib Corned Beef,

lb. 27e

Funeral Home

Ambulance Servloe
UB-UB

BT.

Potatoes, Sprowl Bros.
Sun Valley Oleo,

pic. 59c

lb. 25c

Pimento - Olive Pimento

26c

Pineapple Relish

Large

DRESSED AS DESIRED

"Pete" Edwards' Fowl,

UPPZK PAM STOUT.

Miracle Whip
qt. 59c
Kraft Cheese Spreads

Native Fowl
lb. 39c

Veal Chops

lb. 59c

Veal Legs
lb. 49c
Bendeae Check

Corned Beef

Hamburg

lean bMetera brtaket

LEAN ALL BEST

lb. 55c

lb. 45c

Pot Roast or
Stew Beef
lb. 59c
Yep Reead

Freak

Cube Steak

Beef Liver
lb. 65c

Leas aad Tender

lb. 75c

Steak
lb. 75c

Pork Chops
Rib Steak
lb. 49e

lb. 69c

jar

lb. 59c

Cheese
American
Pimento
Veleeta

8 oz- 36c
FEBRUARY' ISSUE

Irltfiflr»

Florida Tangerines, Ige.

BAKERY
SPECIALS!

2 doz. 49c

»« Reader's Digest

ARTICLE

PINEAPPLE
CREAM CAKE
59c

FILLED COOKIES
doz. 49c

STARLAC
MOMMT
JlA
MY MlUC "IV

JUST OUT i

I

a i Out < HI. .
UUl l >UN!llfS ’

JtLFjEKVH

MARKET
'AMPUnunUNG
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Adverttaemento In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for SO cento, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cento each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Fire small words to a line.
Special notice! All "blind ads’* so called. L e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gasetto
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASK
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gasetto. Count the Words—Five to a

FOR SALE

EGGS & CHICKS

WOOD
Dry Slabs. Hardwood and Rind
ing for sale. Delivered anywhere.
Prompt service. BUNKER SPEAR
Tels. 8004 or 12&8-K________7-12
USED Underwood Portable Type
writer for sale. $26. Fair condi
tion. TEL. 8818 Camden.
7*9
PAIR 9-foot Skis for sale. MRS
WM BROWN. Winslow's Mills. Tel.
96-22.
7*9
620 KODAK F4.5 Tourist Camera.
with carrying case, and adapter
kit for sale. A $100 value when
new. All for $60. J. A. JURA. 28
Pacific St.. Rockland.
7*tt
ALASCO Cook Stove Oil Burn
er for sale. LAWRENCE HOW
ARD, 32 Wadsworth 1st., Thomas
ton.
7-9
TWO Kitchen Doors for sale, rea
son. remodelling. $5- TBL. 1104
7-9
40-POOT Novic Boat for sale.
Best reasonable offer takes lt.
Write O. C, % The Courier-Ga
zette.
7— 9
COCKIER
Spaniel
Puppies.
thoroughbred for
sale.
Eight
weeks old. $15 for male. $10 for fe
male. TEL Camden 3491.
6*8
NEW Milch Cow and Calf for
sale; 42 South Main St. TEL
354-W
5*7
GLENWOOD
Kitchen Range
with oil burner, for sale. Excellent
condition.
TEL.
1382-R. after
5 p.
_______________ 5*7
"SHOPSMITH " is not a combina
tion, but instead the only real
multi-purpose power tool built.
Bee lt at W D. HEALDTS. "next the
Village Green", Camden, Me. 4-9
SIX 6-ft. plate glass Showcases
for sale. LLOYD'S PHARMACY.
Main St.
1U
COMPRESSOR for sale, garage
model in excellent condition. 4
cubic feet. Call BICKNELL Mfg.
Co.. 360
156-tf
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Trap Stock, largest supply In
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER
COMPANY, Rockland Tel. 303
129 tf
1947 PONTIAC for sale; radio,
heater.
Priced reasonable; 116
No. Main St. PHONE 610. 128tf

SEX-Link Chicks for sale. Maine
U S. Approved Pullcrum clean,
high egg producing stock, very low
mortality. BYRON MILLS. Wal
doboro. Tel. 51-3.
6tf
MAINE-U S. Approved Pullorum
Clean Black sex-link pullet Chicks
for sale, from eggs produced by our
own breeders. Bred for high pro
duction and excellent livability.
JAMESON
POULTRY
FARM.
Waldoboro, Maine. Tel. 163 3*8

WANTED
MAN wanted to cut pulp wood.
Camp near lot. HERBERT TIB
BETTS. So Waldoboro. Tel. 94-4
7*9

ALTERATIONS
and
Repair
work wanted at 501 Main St..
Bicknell Block, Apt. 1. ' MAE
CROSS.
7*9

ALTERATIONS on men's and
women’s clothes wanted to do at
my home.
MAEOIYN HALL.
Beechwood St.. Thomaston. Tel.
32-13.
7-12
INTERESTED in buying good
wood lot. Give full information,
size, price and location first let
ter. Write W. A. % The CourierGazette.
7-9

CROSS'
PHARMACY
Prescription Service
Drugs - Sundries
TEL. 1204
373 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
92-Th-tf|

DEPENDABLE Boy or Man
wanted to remove snow from walks
of house in center of town. Excel
lent paj’ to dependable person.
Would like very short front wa'k
shovelled before 8 a. m, back walk
after school. Write POST OFFICE
BOX 290. .Rockland; care "De
pendable.”
7*9

LOST AND FOUND

CAN use quantity, rough logs,
suitable for crib-work Write M. C.
7-9
BLACK and tan Beagle lost in % The Courier-Gazette.
No. Warren. Answers to name
AM looking to buy House in or
"Buster.”
WALTER POWERS. near Rockland. Write W.JS, %
Cushing. Tel. 189-12.
7*9 The Courier Gazette, giving full
WRIST Watch found. May have particulars, price, location, im
same by identifying same and pay provements.
6*8
ing for this ad. TEL. 1562-W.
CAMP on salt water wanted.
7*9 Please write BOX A. % The Cou
TAN and white female Beagle rier-Gazette and state price and
lost Friday afternoon Answers to description.
6*8
name of Queente. IBRA MEI I WILL take elderly people to
CALF. Warren. Me.
6*8 board in my home, also bed pa
tients.
EDITH
MADDOCKS.
Burkettville. Tel West Appleton
REAL ESTATE
12-13.
6*8
for sale
EXPERIENCED Tree Men need
$4200 wiU buy a duplex house ed immediately to work In south
with about $75 per month income, ern New England. Wire collect or
or a gross return of better than Tel. BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS.
20%. Good central location.
Stamford. Conn.6-8
A Main street retail business;
POSITION as housekeeper want
solidly established and with excel
6*8
lent reputation. WiU sell for >5600 ed. Adults. TEL. 1448-J.
or lees than value of stock and
fixtures. Should pay for Itself ln
Picture Framing
about one year.
A 7-room House which will stand
plenty of fixing. If you arc handy
=ei
with tools and like to work this
Is it. ExceUer-t neighborhood and
good lot $11160.
See P H. WOOD. Court House.
7-6
EJGHT-Room House for sale, full
bath and sun porch, also restau
rant. seating 14. across street, fully
CROSS
equipped For Information write
62 Llmerock St.
TEL.
MRS R. B. ULMER. Port Clyde
Rockland, Me.
1139
4*9
25-Th-U
REAL ESTATE—The E A. Strout
Realty Agency has been in busi
KOREAN Veterans: The Rockland
ness for nearly half a century, with
offices in the principal cities from School of Commerce is approved
for
training under PL. 560, for
const to coast. More people have
bought country real estate, stores educational benefits. New classes
5-8
and gas stations through the start Jan. 19.
Strout Realty than through any
DON'T DIG!
other real estate firm. If you are
All kinds of Pipes. Sewers and
Interested in selling your property. Drains.
Cleaned
electrically
Btrout offers you the facilities of PETER ALEXANDER Tel. Bel
Its nation-wide sales organization fast 731-W
153*9
without any obligation ar.d at no
OIL
Burners
wanted
to
clean.
cost to you. For a free listing of
your place, just telephone FRED Price $3. FIX-IT SHOP. 138 Cam
126tf
A. DEAN. Camden 577.
6*8 den St Tel. 1091-W.
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
Experience is the best teacher, done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
Union St, Grove st. entrance. TeL
ao it naturilly follows that she 1680 EVA AMES
ff*ll
should be the most expensive.
IRON, Steel, Metal. Rags and
Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
DON & SON, 6 Leland St, TeL
123-W.
98tf
DONT discard your old or
antique furniture. Call. H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and refihiahing; 46 Masonic St
Tel.
1106-M
ltf

3

Mrs. Phillip Simmons has re
turned home from Stetson after re
maining a week with her brotherin-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs WilMam Stewart, following the death
of Mrs William Lawrence. Mrs.
Stewart is recovering from a frac
tured right WTist.
Wendall Hadlock. director of the
Farnsworth Museum, will be the
guest speaker tonight (Thursday)
at a meeting of the Congregation
al Brotherhood, which will be pre
ceded by the usual supper.
Youth Meeting Here
A Lincoln Baptist Association
Youth Meeting will be held at 7.30
Monday night at the Baptist
Church here with the president,
Russel] Wixson of Rockland ln the
chair for the business meeting.
Rev. Donald Ryder of Appleton
will conduct the opening song ser
vice, and Ronald Barbour of this
town will be the vocal soloist.
Shown will the the 30-minute
film “Bible on the Table” a story of
two Christian families.
The local youth group will serve
refreshments in the Montgomery
rooms after the program, the re
freshments committee including
Miss Virginia Davis and Miss Avis
Gammon.
Extension Association
Mrs. Marion Wyllie. clothing
leader, demonstrated the making of
buttonholes at the meeting held
Tuesday at
the Congregational
Chapel. At the business meeting, lt
was voted to sponsor a food and
rummage sale in May.
Lions Club
Sixteen members of the Warren

Mo Job Too Bi?

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED
Write or Telephone
1044 or 7T0

The Courier-Gazette

P. T. A.
At the January meeting of the
Warren PTA held at the grade
school Tuesday night, the follow
ing committee was appointed to
look into the matter of basketball
for the 7th and 8th grade boys and
girls. Russell Smith. Roger Teague.
Mrs. George Buck and Mrs Fred
Richards. Orett Robinson of Thom
aston speaker of the evening
showed pictures he had made last
summer while visiting eight coun
tries qi Europe.
White Oak Grange
A corporation meeting of White
Oak Grange, North Warren, will be
held at 830 Saturday night at the
Grange Hall and will be followed
by a special meeting of White Oak
Grange.

WALDOBORO
MRS RENA CROWELICorrespondent
Telephone 250

At the stated meeting of Wiwurna Chapter OES held Tuesday the
following officers were elected, W.
M, Annette Brooks; W. P, Willis
H. Crowell; A. M, Barbara Pinkham; A. P, Joseph H. Butters;
Secretary, Mrs.
Rena Crowell;
treasurer, Mrs. Fannie Brooks;
conductress. Mrs. Elizabeth Hilton”,
associate conductress, Millicent
Vannah. Finance committee for
three years, Mrs. Marjorie Free
man. Trustee for three years Armin
Hauck. The Installation will be held
on Jan. 29 and will be semi-public.
Mrs. Kay Fredericks is in Burns
ville, N .J, for a short time.
TO LET
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Parson, and
COMFORTABLE Room ir. Port children ot Newcastle were dinner
land. Central location. MRS. A. guests Sunday of Mrs. C B. Stahl.
H. PILLSBURY, 221 High St, Port
Address Meenahga Grange
land.
7*9
Robert Vivien, well known news
THREE-Ropm and 2-room heat
ed Apts, to let, furnished or unfur commentator and author, was the
nished. F G. PRIEST. 117 Park speaker at the regular meeting of
St. TeL 1924.
7*9 Meenahga Grange
on Monday
THREE-Room furn. Apt. to let. night. His topic "Taking a look at
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC ST
6*8 the news ana the men who makes
TWO Room, bath, kitchenette, it” was developed in a most inter
! unfurnished, to let, 212 Main St. esting maimer and thoroughly en
! TEL. • 194-IR.
6tf joyed by the audience. Seaside
THREE-Room Apt. unfurnished Grange Bristol was present as spe
to let. Lights, hot and cold water cial guests, who assisted with the
TFL. 1018-M.
5*7 short variety program which pre
SMALL Furnished Apt. to let, ceded Mr. Viviens address. Program
second floor. Adults. Aflply 12 arrangements were in charge of
WARREN ST
5-7
Mrs. Freeland Vannafa, who is act
FOUR-Room Modem Apt. to let. ing lecturer while our lecturer is
Automatic oil heat. Easy walk to in Florida. Nellie Wallace and
town; 35 Pearl St, Tel Camden
3006.
5-7 Gladys Crouse were reported 111.
There will be a 7 p. m„ supper pre
FURNISHED, heated Apt. for
rent. TEL. 519-J.
5*7 ceding the meeting on January 26.
FIVE Room Upstairs Apt. with Next week a game party will be
flush to let, 5 rm. 1st floor with held in place of the regular pro
bath. ARTHUR PEASE. Thomas gram.
ton 169-13.
5tf
WAF Engaged to Long Island Man
TWO-Room Apt, attractively
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Teirila of
fum. to let on Camden St. with
bath and elec, refrig. CALL 1219. Orffs Corner. Waldoboro, announce
3tf the engagement of their daughter
FiVE-Room downstairs Apt. to Barbara Ann Teirila to Frank A.
let. TEL 915-J.
ltf Osmondson of Roslyn Heights, L
UNFURN. 4-room heated Apt. I, N. Y.
to let. thermostatic control, elec,
Miss Teirila is a graduate of Wal
kitchen range, elec, refrig, hot and
oold water, flush, $8 per week; doboro High School, Class of 1950
4 Rankin St, over Carr's Store She enlisted in the Womens Air
TEL. 25 after 6 p. m. or before Force in April 1951. She started her
8.30 p, m.
ltf
basic training In San Antonio, Tex
FURNISHED
Apts
to
let. as, and trained for Crypto in Chey
JOHNSON, 111 Pleasant St.
______________________
14Btf enne. St. Louis. Mo, and Roslyn.
FIVE-ROOM Apt. to let. TFT, N. Y. She is now stationed in New
915-J.
146-tf burgh, N. Y.
Mr. Osmondson is the son of Mr
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apts
to let. Central and No. End loca and Mrs Larry Osmondson of 28
tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. 119tf Villa street, Roslyn Height* Long
SANDING Machine and Polisher Island, N. Y. He is a graduate of
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer. Roslyn High School Class of 1945
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
CO, 440 Main St
ltf and served in the Navy in 1945 and
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts '46. Mr. Osmondson is in business
to let on Willow St TEL 939 or with his father. No date has been
1219.
101tf set for the wedding.
HEATED and unheated furnished
Apts, to let. V F STUDLEY, 77
NORTH UNION
Park St Tela 8060 or 1234
ltf
Church News
The Friday night cottage meet
MISCELLANEOUS
ing. which was held at the home of
FOR EXPECTANT
Mrs. Anne Overlock, was attend
MOTHERS ONLY
If you guess exact day of arrival, ed by only a few. owing to the
you will receive free a baby auto storm; but we are looking forward
-eat Register now at MEREDITH to another at the same place this
FURNITURE CO, Rockland
FrltJay night,
___________________________ 6tf
Paul McLeod, Gardiner, brought
SINGER Sewing Mfg Co Sales a fine message Sunday afternoon.
Service and Repair Write or Call
258 Water St, Augusta, Tel. 3770 or A group, consisting of Miss Nancy
Rockland Rep, John C. Benson. Pease. Miss Beverly Griffin, and
376 Broadway, Rockland, TEL. the Misses Norma and Lucille
136-W
144-tf Jackson, sang "Face To Pace” and
Oh Say But I’m Glad ” Carol
Knowlton. Priscilla Pease and
Brenda Freeman sang "Whispering
Hope.
SHORTHAND
The speaker next Sunday will be
Yes. Shorthand is worth REAL
Earl Dunham. Gardiner
MONEY these days! Women,
married or single, are greatly
needed for office positions. You
ran learn Speedwriting In just a
few weeks!
CaH, phone or write for details

TEL. 148
245 MAIN ST.
_________________ 4A6-7
SECOND-Hand Furniture bought
and sold. Tel. 1374-W. C. W.
SEWALL
107U

Automatic Press

The Courier-Gazette

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 48

ROCKLAND SCHOOL
OF COMMERCE

Produced Promptly

Caaaa Ia and Watch It Work

WARREN

Lions Club visited the South Thom
aston Lions Club at the Masonic
hall, that town, Tuesday night,
where the speaker was Curtis Lov
ell of Gardiner, Lions Internation
al Director.

FURNISHED OOTTAOE8
MAINE ESTATE
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA
Close to St, Petonherg, Clear
water and Tampa.
u»-u|

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW
And Pay as Little as

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

25 YEARS AGO
A Review from The Courier-Gaze
Rockland and Vicinity During

ef Happening* Which Interested
[ Corresponding Period of 1927

AN ORCHID 10 CAPTAIN WYMIE
Vinalhaven Word Artist Paints Delight

Waldoboro. Dec. 13, to Mr. and '
While browsing through the
ful Picture Of a Mighty Man
files of The Courier-Gazette for Mrs. John M. Richards, a daughter '
the month of January 1928 we ' South Waldoboro, Dec. 14, to Mr.
came across some items that we I and Mrs. Ralph Benner, a son.
Born with a pair of rubber boot of equal strength and If any mis
East Waldoboro. Dec. 2, to Mr. ,
thought might be of interest to
ees
on his feet which later devel takes were made they are freel
our readers even today, 25 years and Mrs. Alton J. Mank. a son,
oped Into a pair of rubber boots. forgiven.
Prank Albert.
later.
Monday night, the Pirates too
Captain
Wyman Guilford of the
Rockland,
at
Gray
’
s
Maternity
For instance, what became of
a low score match from the Net
league
leading
Worms
has
always
“The Chandler Motor Cars" for Home, Dec. 15, to Mr. and Mrs. El
Ganders due mostly to good hjnrl
which S. Nilo Spear took a quar mer Warren, a daughter, Con been a devotee of all kinds of ing by Shields, Peterson and Qwo
! sports, even evincing keen interest
stance
Beverly.
ter page ad.
and poor bowling by the who]
Rockland, Dec. 19. to Mr. and
and I in some that he had never seen
Or how about the 9 cent sales
Gander team. This loss put th
Mrs.
Samuel
Lerman,
a
daughter,
j
such
as
javelin
throwing,
squash,
advertised by Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Ganders ln the cellar, where th
Van Buren, Dec.- to Mr. and Mrs. ridln« to the hounds or surf ridjng.
for Jan. 7 and 9. 1928. All prices
Ducks have been so comfortabl
ended in a “9”. A full page ad John H. Harding (Gladys Long) a I But in the field of his own endea- for so long, but with the new line
5OH
I vors such as baseball or bowling he
says that “To miss this sale will
up anything can happen and prob
Thomaston. Dec. 15, to Mr. and13 a walking encyclopedia of facts,
be YOUR loss.”
ably
will.
figures and fireworks. His wife is
We also read where Rhama Mrs. Errol Buker (Nellie Sawyer),
Score New Pirates vs New Gan
authority
for
the
statement
that
he
Philbrick, proprietor of the Sea- a son.
ders:
Cory Memorial Hospital, Caribou, reads the Sporting News first. Col
view Garage, offered to sell
New Pirates: McDonald-169, Ol
liers second and The Courier-Ga
brand-new Chevrolet Four Door Dec. 13 to Mr. and Mrs. John H.
son-281, Peterson-272, Sariborn-24(
zette
third.
Sedans, with 4 wheel brakes, at Harding, a son, John Henry, Jr.
It has only 'been of late years Shields-292. Total-1260.
Schenectday, N. Y„ Dec. 18, to
reduced price of $675. f. o. b.
New Ganders: Grimes for Wllj
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Parker (Viola' that w>'mie h“ had 10 steP down
Flint, Mich.
liams-217, Drew-226. Peacock-2M
Jones) a daughter. Natalie Brooks. a bit
t0 the >oun«er gen’
In the radio column we read that
Arey-253. Rae-258. Total-1213.
Rorkland. Dec. 21 to Mr. and Mrs eration ln baseba11' »ut he lxra'8
• * • •
the popular song of the times, con
John Oulatin. a daughter. Mary, nobody when 11 comes t0 bowll,«
Wednesday night saw the Net
stantly blaring from tinny loud
I and he seems good at this sport for
Ducks-actually get a new learvo
speakers, is "Henry made a lady out Vita.
Vinalhaven, Dec. 22, to Mr, an£jI some time to come. To get best re- life and wallop the tar out ot wh
of Lizzie.” How long since we have
J suits he usually wears his rubber
New Worms, who heretofore hav
heard anyone call his Ford a lizzie? Mrs. Albert Carver, a son
boots "to keep his feet on the
and
Portland.
Dec.
14,
to
Mr.
had very few wallopings althougO
Rev. Walter S. Rounds of the
ground” he claims, and as he does
they liave escaped some by ver.
Congregational Church started a Mrs. Maurice Hall, a son.
not slide this arrangement works
Rockland.
Britt
paternity
Home,
sHm margins.
series of 13 sermons on the general
out very nicely. A right hander,
There were a lot of stubbed toe
theme of “Religion and Civiliza Dec. 29. to Mr. and Mrs. Earle D. bowling from the inside of the al
MacWilllams,
a
son
Robert
Earle.
on the New Worms score sheet, to
tion.’'
ley, his ball lias a faint suggestion
with the exception of Bruce John
On Jan. 14, The Oourier Gazette
of an in shoot, but it is his eagle
son, who bowled somewhat bette
forecast that. based on astronomical
eye accuracy that gets him the
than his average, all the other
observations, neither Coolidge nor
pins. A two step, non slider, he
VINALHAVEN
were trying to find alibis to explal:
Al Smith would be elected president
kicks his right foot out behind
MRS. EDWIN MADDOX
why they stumbled and fell. Adam
sidewise
in
such
a
manner
that
he
In 1928 and that February would be
Correspondent
who has been licking Der Caj
sometimes kicks the balls out of the
a month of great storms. The fore
Telephone 137
Grimes right along, took his on th
return rack on the inside alley.
caster did not miss; Hoover became
chin. Bickford, wivo had been pro
Always full of pep and chatter he
our president and February brought
moted to second man, had th
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Maddox enter is continually
encouraging his
below zero temperatures and much
tained friends at bridge on Satur teammates whether ahead or be- worst night of the season. Her
wind and snow.
day evening Refreshments were j hind and when things quiet down Loveless nearly tied himself ja
In spite of temperatures of 4 de
served and honors at cards were i as they sometimes do Wym will let hard knot trying to do better ma
grees below zero cement for the clay
won by Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist and Qut a yeU that „ a cross b^en a 69. while even Captain Wymi
storage building was hoisted into
himself was down 10 to 15 pins.
Roy Arey. Those present were Mr. # eheer and a Jper jugt u
place and the last large building of
On the other side the New Duck
and Mrs. Roy Arey, Mr. and Mrs. things 'back to normal. With arm
the then Lawrence Portland Ce
Clyde Bickford and Mr. and Mrs. and back muscles developed by a did nothing to talk about excep
ment Company was finished.
one string (his second) flashed b
I Andrew Gilchrist.
life of lobster fishing Wym throws
“Ye Olde Tyme Minstrels" put on
Miss Ruth Clough health educa- a fairly speedy ball, but like all Joe Nelson, who was able to bunci
a very successful show at Rockport
! tion consultant was the guest bowlers has to have the breaks four spares in a row and stack u
Town Hall, for the benefit of the
a big 127, which is the best slngl
speaker at the regular meeting of with him to get the best scores.
stage equipment fund.
this season and the best for Jo
the health Council on Monday eveCelebrated
as
his
feats
may
be
Civil War veteran Oscar Blunt
| ning. She spoke on the campaign upon the alleys, it is as a trencher for years. By getting a spare in th
died at Thomaston, leaving only two
for tuberculosis control, and the im- man that he has acquired his first frame of his next string Jo
veterans of the War Between the
portance of chest x-rays for every- ; greaVest reputation, and many a made it 5 straight spares. When on
States to survive him in that town.
one. She also answered many ques-; banquet has been turned into a team beats another 102 pins with
Harry A. Daniels furnished The
tions pertinent to this subject. It mere buffet lunch simply because 1277 total there is not much tha
Courier Gazette wtth a series of in
was reported that the members of some underestimated Wvm's ca- can be said for the defeated team
teresting letters, describing his
Score New Worms vs New Ducks
the health council, in the canvass' paetty to stow away food. Looking !
travels in Europe.
of the town and North Haven have !
over the years this writer re- ’ New Worms: Adams-213,
ford-209, Johnson-262. Loveless-Ski
Vaudeville was discontinued at
obtained over 700 signatures, which i calls an incident they may well 11the Strand Theatre.
Wytnie-263. Total-1175.
will enable the people of these : jugtrate Wyn's outlook and philoso
The worst windstorm in memory
New Ducks: Grimes-224, Nelson
towns to have the benefit of free phy of life. Seated one time at a
of old residents hit the coast on
285.
Tibbitts-247, Smith-260, Poole
chest x-rays some time in the near window I could see a crowd of
Jan. 26. The Coast Guard ice break
261. Total-1277.
future.
youngsters
plSying
a
game
of
base

er Kickapoo reached Portland safe
Sta Odinga
ball in the street just outside.
Joint Birthday Installation
ly, from Rockland, after the rough
Games Won Games Los
Things got so hot that the kids
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
Libby
enest trip in her nine years of life.
3
8
Worms
A decided loss of water pressure
6
6
Pirates
their
home
on
Saturday
night
ln
of
the
ball
and
the
in Camden was found to have been
6
»
Ducks
caused by a leak in the six inch
«
2
Ganders
main under a culvert in Rockport.
Points Won Point# I
was passed in playing Samba.; yard. About this time Wymie
From the files of The Courier
20
35
Lunbh was served which included comes sauntering down the street, Worms
Gazette, as printed 25 years ago,
28
20
Pirates
a
large
beautifully
decorated
i
just
a
kid
himself,
takes
ln
the
we copy the following vital statis
20
26
Ducks
birthday cake made by Mrs. Libby., rumpus with a calm and judicial
tics:
36
19
The guests departed at a very late | eye and then steps in, strong arms Ganders
Marriages
the
belligerents
into
meek
submis
hour having enjoyed a delightful
Dec. 15 to Dec. 31—1927
TENANT’S HARBOR
evening. Those present were Mr. sion, tells them off as to what Is
North Haven, Dec. 10. by Rev. H. and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson, Mr. what, starts the ball game going
A meeting of the ladies of
P. Huse, Walter B. Ames and Miss and Mrs. Joseph Headley. Mr. and again and stands by as umpire until Tenant’s Harbor Baptist CSiurei
Maybelle Stone, both of North Ha Mrs. Leo Lane and Mr. and Mrs the game is closed up to everybody's waa held recently at the person
ven.
satisfaction.
age, to form a Missionary Society
Max Conway.
North Haven, Dec. 11, by Rev. H.
Translated into words Wymie's officers elected were: President
P. Huse. Harland Gregory and
action at that time may have been Mrs. Ruth Glle; vice president
Emily Woodworth, both of North
the foundation of a rule that he j Mrs. MjTtle Taylor; eecretary
Haven.
NORTH HAVEN
has followed all his life. "Play the j Margaret Cant; treasurer. Mrs
game hard fellows and play to win. j Maude Pa tenon ; White Croaa di
Somerville, Mass., Dec. 3, by Rev.
MRS. BARBARA ADAMS
Correspondent
George E. Heath. Frank C. Ful
but play it fair and square, and be rector, Mrs. Mabel Wilaon; Devo
Telephone 75-13
lerton of Somerville and Miss Laura
as good a loser as you are winner.” tional Director. Mra. Jennie Hoop
A pretty good rule for any man at er. The quota which Is to h
B. Kennedy of Brookline, Mass.
Vinalhaven, Dec. 12, by D. H.
worked on is to be sent to Puerto
Mrs. Edwin A. Thayer and any time.
Glidden, J. P. Harland A. Gregory daughter Linda have returned home
Rico. The Society is to bt namcc
Reorganization Number II
and Emille Woodsworth, both of after a two weeks visit In Worces
the “Clara Long Corey Missionary
Same old faces in some new
North Haven.
Society" In honor of Mrs. Oorey'i
ter, Mass
places.
Jacksonville, Fla. Dec. 9, Benja
many years of missionary service
Mrs. Emma Stone Snow died sud
The Vinalhaven bowlers these
min W Knowles of Eastport. Fla., denly Jan. 13 at Camden. Funeral
While studying to become a ses
days seem to face more crises and
formerly of Rockland, and Miss services (private) will be held Jan.
sionary she met Mr. Corey. Tzsej
consequently have to resuffle and
Clemice Hunter of Homerville, 15 at the North Haven Baptist
were married ard went to India
revamp more often than a French
Fla.
Church on arrival of the boat. Rev. cabinet, and as the result of a "re where they served as musionoric
Unity, Dec. 15, E. Samuel Far- George R. Merriam officiating. In
for over 25 years. Under the Mari
organization meeting" held ln the
well, formerly of Rockland and terment will be ln the Brown cem
time Board of Canada. The new
Legion Hall. Monday evening the
meeting will be held at the homt
Miss Virginia H. Wood of Unity.
etery.
old members are now so well scat
Manset, Dec. 17. Raymond Wall
of Mrs. Myrtle Taylor, Feb. 3, at,
tered they have an awfully hard
of Southeast Harbor and Miss Alice
Pedestrian#—-when it’s cold out time remembering Just which team 230.
Ginn or Manset.
side. bundle up your ears, even cov they belong to.
Tenants Harbor, Dec. 22, by 8. E. er your nose if you wish—but keep
This is the second reorganization
Packard, Isaac Hooper of Martins your eyes open. Our State Police that has taken place thia year and i
ville and Miss Ethel Watts of War urge you to watch for drivers who another one ought to bring some I
ren.
may not be watching for you.
of the men back onto thgir original:
Rockland. Dec. 21, by F. B. Mil
teams. No one seemed to know j
ORDINANCE NOTICE
ler, J. p. Harold K. Smith of Rock
whether it was the haddock chow- '
Notice ls hereby given that the
land and Miss Helen Batchelder of
following Ordinance had' its first der procurred by Cap'n Grimes for'
Warren.
Nareina toekaelw,lM •< >«»aa4nq
reading at the monthly' meeting sustenance, or the cold hard statis- l Iwk
UcIm* u4 iiiiiu*** auw be 4a» to d
Wellesley, Mass., Dec. 28, by the of the City Council held Januarytics
_ _ prepared
„ __ ________
by Don_______
Poole,_____
that down cl kMaeg fnaetioa. Deeton ear I
kidaer
function I* eery inpertoat to I
12.
1953
and
a
public
hearing
there!
in
Lp»(tnr(n
ff
Rev. George B. MacDonald, X. A.
on will be held in the City Council) had the «reatest effect m ““tiering health. When some everyday e<
Norris of Needham, Mass., and Miss Rooms on February 9. 19i53 at the men around, but as things shape an etreee aad etoato. eaaen tl
function to etowOnra.iaaayM________
Alice M. Pierce of Wellesley ( for 7.30 p. m
up now one hardly dares to open gins backache-feel miserable. Minor Mad
der irritations due to eoM or waeag Met mar
merly of Rockland).
AMENDMENT TO CHAPTER 28 ; his mouth during a bowling match cause retting ap nichte or fnqueatyamaeto.
Don’t nexieet your kidneys if these eeaAWaldoboro. Dec. 26, by Rev. H. O.
OF REVISED ORDINANCES
for fear he may be rooting for the
ttoae bother yea. Try Doaa't Wk a toM
(ZONING ORDINANCE)
1
Mergert, Walter C. Ripley, Augusta,
diuretic. Deed eueeeeefutly by latWine fra
wrong
man.
The Council of the City of Rock
orer It yean. It'* amuina how many then
and Edwina Clair.
It was all done with the best in Donn'e rise happy relief from tbeoedlotonland hereby ordains:
the 1 Smiles of kUteeytubm aadU.
Waldoboro, Dec. 25. by Rev. Ouy
The following area is lieretoy es tentions. that of making the teams forte-help
ten 8nh out waete. Get Dean** MID todMt
McQualdee at Warren, Weston tablished as Zone "E" and the
Creamer and Priscilla Butterfield, Zoning 'Map is hereby amended ac
For the man or woman
cordingly.
both of Waldoboro.
Beginning at a point at junc
Rockland. Dec 24, by Rev. H. R.
tion of land of the Rocklandover 40 who drags to work—
Rockport Lime CO, Inc., and
Winchenbaugh, CHffbrd H. Gard
Yet
Feels
Like
Staying
In Bed— t and precious Iodine for the duMEasterly
side
of
Route
17;
thence
ner and Thelma E. Wlnchenbach,
East 160 feet along land of Rock
All Tired On$—Ban-Dewn
leas glands, giving you nd*
both of Rockland
land-Rockport Lime Co. Inc. to
and Dtoeeoreged
' J-tren8th- bucking up the appetite
North Haven. Dec. 17. by H P.
land of Bartlett; thence South by.
c™
„,« «;sa,sfx? sr *“•
Bartlett'? land 300 feel to Hew
Huse. James Pendleton and Hazel
and aaMttsn,
itts: thence West 300 feet to getting your full dally requirements Accept This
O. Dickey.
Route 17 and comer of lend of Vitamins and Mineral# from You’ve noth ing :l to lose and atvfBirth*
owned by the State of Maine; your daffy food. What you should i thing to rein. You
tan mart feel Mbthence North 300 feet along try la FERIRIZAN-the New Iodine , ter -look betterFrom Dee. IS to Dee. 3L—1937
Route 37 to point of beginning.
—tom—Vltamta Tonic, a tnw Die- reet bettor—be
North Haven, Dee. 9, to Mr. and
tarv Supplement give* you plenty in 30 i
OERlAW U MARGBSON.
Un B. B. OlUia, a son.
7-lt
—
City Clerk M B Vitaeaina—Iroo tor :
’ '
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Skit Staged By Men Made
Decided Hit At Friday
Evening Presentation

Miss Alice Erskine Host To
Club On Monday; Mrs.
Ladd Meeting Leader

The members of Golden Rod
Thomaston is going ahead with | Vinal, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Hills
Chapter of the Eastern Star are
plans for a Fourth of July celebra- ■ and Mr. and Mrs. Otto Irvine.
still talking about the enjoyable
tion in 1953; repeating the success-----------------skit presented by the male members
ful affairs of the past three years.
a. /f|,,k
Orrin Benner was re-elected gen-!
k-OUpieS UUD of the order Friday night.
They enjoyed seeing Joseph Vi
eral chairman at a meeting held i
-------Sunday with Hazen Cook to be vice i Thomaston Group Heard a nal as “The Worthy High Sister,"
with Raymond Watts as his coun
ohairman.
Fine Talk By Our
terfoil, taking the part of “Worthy
The group decided to once again
Elford Stover
High Brother.”
^fcge the road race which in the
Holding down other important
With 80 million automobiles and
past has drawn runners from all
sections ot Maine, and to present a j trucks scheduled to be on Amen- j "offices” in the take-off and some
flreworks display.
■ ca’s highways by 1957—compared to thoroughly disguised as "sisters”
Whether or not a carnival will today’s 53 million—the president of were Charles Foote. George Bean,
be engaged depends upon what ar- General Motors seems to have Lorqy Chatto, Herman Wlnchenrangements can be made in the fu- summedit up correctly
when he bough. Leland Drinkwater, Walter
ture. Hazen Cook is soon to attend said, "we didn’t dream big enough" i Gimick, Wihard Pease, Winfield
a meeting of carnival owners and in past planning of highway im- Chatto, Stafford Congdon, James
is expected bo determine then the provements, the Couples Club of IloachWesley Knight,
James
open dates of the various units.
' the Thomaston Baptist Church Pease, George Gay and William
Weed.
As plans are made for the holiday were told Monday evening,
show, they will be made public, ac- i Tlie speaker, E. A. Stover, Portcording to the leaders of the af- land Cement Association reprefair
I sentative added: “With but six perCAMDEN
PTA will m,ect tonight at 7.45 at cent of the world's population, AmMRS KENNETH HERRICK
the High School auditorium. Troop- erican’s own 80 percent of all the
Correspondent
er Herman Boardreau of the Safe- ! automobiles. It gives us an teen
Telephone 2197
Division of the State Police will omy that finds one out of every
Photo by Cullen
ve an illustrated talk.
1 seven jobs in the field of Highway
Rockland Lodge of Masons installed its new officers Tuesday evening with J. E. Stevens as the installing officer, assisted by Howard P.
The Friday Reading Club will Crockett as grand marshal and John S. Lowe, D.D. as grand chaplain. Above, left to right in the front row are; Walter Dimick. Jr., senior
Mrs. Estelle. Saastamoinen. of Transportation wTiich employs nine
• Cushing is a patient at Knox Hos- million people or. the equivalent of meet at the home of Mrs. Alton deacon; P. Willard Pease, senior warden; Charles M. Foote, Master; James Roach, junior warden, and Willis B. Kinney, junior deacon. Officers
in the back row are: Almon B. Cooper, chaplain; Robert E. Minot, tyler; William E. Koster, secretary Eino E. Hill, senior steward; Wesley H.
4>ital.
i the adult population of the New Green Friday Jan. 16 at 2 p. m.
Kenneth Dickey is a surgical pa Knight, junior steward and Richard K. Havener, marshal. Also on the staff is Jesse E. Bradstreet. treasurer, and Stafford M. Congdon, organist.
Pythian Sisters will hold their England states, Arizona. Colorado,
regular meeting Friday night at 7.30 Idaho. Montana, New Mexico and tient at the Maine General Hospi kins: Assistant Cashier. Olive A. Force. Mr. Burchell told of his
braking. lack of good
tal in Portland.
’ with refreshments after.
j Wyoming.
Coates; Assistant Cashier. Elmer many interesting experiences as a Watch All Crossings QTor failure to have tires
.Members
of
Naomi
Circle
are
Weymouth Grange will hold a
"Because our national prosperity
equipped with chains during snow
Wadsworth. Directors: C. W. Babb.' couse'.or for service men and their
dance ait the Grange Hall Tuesday is so dependent upon highway planning to hold a public supper H. S. Corthell. Maynard Graffam, families in Okinawa, during the Warning Of State Police and ice conditions.”
• night. Jan. 20 at 8.30 with music transportation.
this
generation at the IOOF Hall Jan. 17 with Gilbert Harmon, C. R. McCobb. J 2nd World War, and in the Azores
The official warned drivers of
Deals With Winter Haz
the Nor-Eeasters, proceeds to, must find the answer to flnapeing serving from 520 to 7.
cars, trucks, and buses to "expect
H. Montgomery and F. L. Spear. Mr when recalled In the present war.
Mrs.
Marie
Merton
and
Mrs.
Jesards At Rail Points
benefit the Polio Fund.
the highway improvements so sore
a train from either direction at
Guests of members present In
sie Joselyn have returned home Graffam a well known Rockport
ly needed A solution now will pro
“
Wise
motorists will train their any time at any crossing." Mo
Seventh Birthday Party
business man was elected to fill the cluded Maxwell Kelley and Wilbur
from
Jacksonville.
Fla.,
where
they,
vide our children—and their chil
vacancy caused by the resignation Fugel. both of Camden. Impromptu minds to mind the trains, espe torists are cautioned to "be alert
Linda Kangas, daughter of Mr.
dren—with a heritage of inestim spent the last two months.
and Mrs. Waino Kangas. 27 Main
Norman Gautesen has returned of J H Hobbs who has served near. quartettes and a three piece musi cially under hazardous wintertime for all advance warning signs in
able value."
cal trio, featuring Everett Grieves weather and road condition-'." de dicating approach to a highway. street celebrated her seventh blrthfrom a trip to Germany on the U. iy 20 years in that capacity.
Stover pointed out:
at the piano. Forest Leland with his clared Lieutenant John deWinter. rail crossing, and to proceed acres'
y recently by entertaining a few
S.N.S.
Bondia
and
is
spending
a
Lion's
Club
Doings
"Either we are not providing our
guitar and Dave Crockett at the Director. Division of Traffic and tracks only after assuring oneself
ends. Guests were: Janice Fales, highway-builders with sufficient
da-vs at honle betore returning
As a matter of liistory, the Cam
drums, with the usual spirited Club Safety Maine State Police, today. that the way is unquestionably
Marion Smith, Linda Snowdeal, funds or. we arc not getting the to New York
den-Rockport Lions Club is no
singing, made up the program for Street and road approaches to clear."
Shaijon Whitney, Sandra Richards. most for our highway-tax dollar
The ladies of the GAR wiU meet more. As of Jan. 1 the Camden Li
It was pointed out that some
, Susan Lampinen, Joan Richards. lt seems to be a combination of the pl'iday night at the Megunticook ons clui) sponsored a new and the evening. Flank Leonard head- railroad grade crossings and highing the Greeter’s committee was way Intersections often may be I drivers depend on knowing train
Kristin Doe and Helen Whitten. two.
! Grange Hall A picnic supper will thriving Rockport Lions Club with
but trains can be
very much in evidence, and theI slippery, more so than other ijigh- ! schedules .
■ Marion Smith assisted Mrs. Kangas
a starting membership of nearly 25.
"The nation-wide policy of float- I be served at 6 o’clock.
way locations, because the braking I late and there are unscheduled
Tailtwister.
Doug
Kellej'
was
pre

. in serving. Each guest wore a dunce
Naomi Sewing Circle will meet -j-his new c]Ub llas aiready got down
_
,
,
,
ing bond issues—and building tolltrains.
C?^°am“’riP^LaldPnZe! roads—indicates lack of sufficient Fi^day evenin, at the IOOF Hall to business and two of its principal sented a badge, gun and certificate action of previous vehicles has
"Many drivers find it difficult
declaring him a member of the Roy packed the snow harder.
were won by Sharon Whitney and
taxation, past and presently. Build with Mrs. Jennie Wellman and Mrs. officers are former, and in fact still Rogers Club to preserve order in
to
Judge the speed at which a train
"In
most
wintertime
train-auto
Janice Fales. Linda received many
active members of the Camden Liing of 15 and 20-year roads when 30 Kay Dow as hostesses.
the community- and presumably in collisions, visibility is poor and is approaching, so if a bell is ring
nice gifts.
Co-t'hairmen Meet
ons. Charles Hudson, King Lion.
and 40-year highways can be con
the Lions Club. Lion Elmer Young traction
insecure.”
deWinter ing or red lights are fleshing, the
Mrs. George Huntley, chairman West Rockport, and Douglas Ladd,
Wed Co Chib
structed suggests inadequate re
also had to account for a hot dog stressed. "The poor visibility often only safe thing to do is wait. At
• The Wed Co Club met Monday turns for our available highway 01 the 1953 Mothers March on Po- Rockport secretary.
found in his pocket after the meet is a result of several factors, in locations where there are several
j lio, held a planning meeting with The Camden Lions are being very . ing!
night at the Baptist Church vestry funds.”
cluding:
darkness,
inadequate tracks, a motorist must have more
for a 6 o’clock supper with 15 couTlie club was shown the film, co-chairman Mrs. Leonard Maliska busy these days sponsoring both the
Rehearsals for a Lions Minstrel lights, falling snow, freezing sleet, than a one-track mind, waiting to
' pies present. Those on the supper "Pennsylvania's Great Highway,” and Mrs. Orion Wadsworth and new Lincolnville and Rockport Li- • Show will take place in the immed
faulty windshield wipeTS. and fa see that all tracks are clear. Above
committee were, Mr. and Mrs. Wal- the storv of the 327-mile Portland Mrs. E. J. Ball. Jr., at the home of ons Clubs and attending meetings iate future with Capt. Bill Mun
all. never try beating the train to
tigued or bleary driver’s eyes."
DrStrong. Mr. and Mrs
Aaron cement - concrete super - highway Mrs. Maliska recently. Mrs. Hunt- of all three to give the new cubs roe in charge. Assisting will be Dave I "Insufficient traction can be the crossing,” he concluded.
Clark andMr.
andMrs. William that spans the Quaker state.
ley announced that plans were dis- a nice start in Lionism. Fourteen Crockett, Forest Leland. Roland
traced." he added, "to fast driving.
Vinal. Other members present were: j
—__________
■ cussed for the Mothers March to Camden Lions, headed by King LiCrockett, Jim Johnson and Kip
MATINICUS
Rev and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick, | Friends, as
the temperature be held Jan. 29 and the work of on Roy Morong visited the Rockport
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Philbrook
Burkett.
ducted in the Parish House during
Sir and Mrs. Russc'.l Savon, Mr changes, so does the slickness of ice contacting the mothers for the work Club at their first dinner meeting
Church News
the churchhour for the convenience have been on the mainland on busand Mrs. Alfred Strout. Mr. and and snow on the street. A short has already begun.
at Mt. Pleasant Grange Hall in
Thursday Jan. 15 at the Congre- ' of parents who may wish to attend mess.
Mrs. Oeorge Woodward. Mr. and warm spell followed by freezing
Annual Meeting Held
W^st Rockport last week.
Roy Burchell,! church. At 520 p. m. the Pilgrim
The Sunbeam was here Friday
Mrs. Donald Chase. Mr. and Mrs. temperatures may change snow into
Stockholders of the Camden Na-Tuesday’s regular meeting of the <2at‘°^a Church. E
minister, there will be Junior Choir Fellowship is host to the young peo- ’ and Saturday through the storm,
Charles Starrett, Mr
and Mrs. Ice. That's w h.v our State Police re- tional Bank held their annual meet- Camden Lions was held in the
rehearsal at 620 p. m„ Senior choir pie of the other Camden churches, i Mr. Bousefieid showed movies at the
Benjamin Smalley, Mr. and Mrs. mind motorists to get the feel of
jng Tuesday at the Camden Na- Congregational Parish House with rehearsal at 7.15 p. m. Reception
Wednesday. Jan. 21, 10 a. m., La-' church Saturday evening and on
Walter Chapman. Mr.
and Mrs. the road at the start of each trip, tional Bank, electing the following the new Congregational pastor. Rev.
for the Rev. and Mrs. Burchell in dies Circle meets at the Parish Sunday morning the Sunbeam left
Frank Hallowell. Mr. and Mrs. Le- Then reduce your speed to fit the oflcers: President, Clayton R. Me- EBurchell as guest speaker
the Parish House
at 8 p. m. House. 8 p. m. Good Cheer Class for Rockland Amcng those making
gov Whitten, Mr. and Mrs. William conditions of the road.
Cobb; Cashier. Lawrence N. Hop- A former chaplajn in the Army Air
Sunday, Jan. 17, Church School, meets at the Parish House
the trip were Mr and Mrs. Keith
9.15 a. m. Morning Worship SerThe Congregational Church is Ames, Charles Thompson, Mr. and
mon topic “Our Human Destiny” °!x’n each day during the week to Mrs. Wilmer Ames and Dorian
at 10.30 A nursery school is con- anyone for prayer and meditation. Ames.
Madeline Ames and son Rowland
have moved to Waldoboro for the
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
remainder of the school year.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Wallace have
Three Fun-Filled Days . . . With the Girl You
gone to Portland for the remainder
Have Acclaimed as the 1953 Darling of the Screen!
of the winter.
tf aJid
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Camden Theatre
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LAST TIMES TODAY
Gilbert Roland. Angela Clark
•
ooeeew
>• THE

AMERICA’S

MOST MODERN CAR

Shakespeareans

AX'D GREATEST CAR

Miracle OF OUR

VAl.l'E

u

of Show business
List Price F.O.B. Toledo,

The Fred A Norwood Woman’s
Relief Corps will hold a meeting at
the hall Thursday, Jan. 15, with the
new officers at their stations.
The Thimble Club cancelled their
meeting for this week. The next
meeting will be Jan. 21 at the
home of Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
The members of the Wesleyan
Guild will hold their meeting Wed
nesday, Jan. 21. at the home of
Mrs Beatrice Richards. Mrs Bea
trice Phillips. Mrs. Alice Welt and
Mrs. Muriel Welt will be co--hos
tesses.
Health Council Meeting
Tlie Rockport Public Health
Council will have a meeting Fri
day, Jan. 16 at 720 at the Rock
ville Baptist Church
A regular
business meeting will be held and a
revision of the by-laws will be
brought before the meeting. A
moving picture. "Fears Of Chil
dren" will be shown bv Mrs. Ada
Ames, school nurse. Refreshments
will be served by the RockvlBe
mothers. All members ar.d inter
ested persons are urged to attend.

Try-To-Help Met
The Try-To-Hclp Club met with
Mrs. Rita Norwood Mondav eve
ning with 12 members present. The
next meeting will be held Monday
Jan. 19 at the heme of Mrs. Vinie
Johnson.

SOCIAL DANCE
OWL’S HEAD GRANGE HALL
FRIDAY NIGHT, JAN. 16
Music by Hauaiianaires
Idmiasion by Donation
EVERYONE WELCOME

GAME PARTY

EVERY
FRIDAY NIGHT
At

Camden
American Legion Hall
7.30 to 10.30 P. M.

7-Th-IS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

YOU’LL LAUGH. YOU’LL CRY.
YOU’LL LOVE

Advance Prices
This Engagement Only
Children 23c, Mat. and Evening
Adults 60c Mat.; 74r Evening
All Prices Include Tax

about
the

Ohio, plus Federal Taxes,

ROCKPORT
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

WARNERCOLOR J

The 30®

Aero-Lark 2-Door Sedan,

The Shakespeare Society met
Monday ut the home of Miss Alice
Erskine to read act two of “The
Winter’s Tale.” Leader was Mrs. Ed
ward Ladd and Miss Annie Frost
presented a paper on the jealousy
of Leontes.
Participating as readers were
Mrs. Diana Pitts. Miss Ruth Rog
ers. Mrs. Priscilla Adams, Mrs. Do
ra Bird. Mrs Freda Brackett.
Also Mrs. Beulah R. Ames. Mrs.
Nettle Frost, Miss Annie Frost, Mrs.
Alice Jameson, Mrs. Doris Lind
quist and Miss Mabel Spring.
Also present were Mrs Leola
Wiggln. Mrs. Mary Farnsworth,
Mrs. Elizabeth Pomeroy, Miss Ma
bel Snow and Mrs. Eleanore Was
gatt.

TOMORROW & SATURDAY
Cornel Wilde, Teresa Wright

w
MW

and Handling Charges,

“CALIFORNIA
CONQUEST"

Optional Equipment,

plus Ann Blyth, Edmund Gwenn

Stale and Local Taxes,

«< any. Freight, Delivery

"SALLY & ST. ANNE"
Also Ch. 13 "King of the Congo"

Cash Nite Sat. Nite Only

WALDO theatre
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matlneee
Saturday at 3.00. Sunday at 3.00
TODAY AND FRIDAY
January 15-16
Linda Darnell. Tab Hunter in
“ISLAND OF DESIRE"
In Technicolor

No other car offers you so much for
vour money — welded aero-framc construction
with 'Jeep' stamina—6l-inch-wide seating front

EVERY SUNDAY, Willy* brings you
the N. Y Phifhormonic, CBS-Rad io
. . ond "Omnibm", CBS-Television.

jnd rear—four-fender visibility—famous W'ilJys

economy of operation.

ft PARK STREET

See this beautiful car today

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO., INC.

WIlAYS-eVCIUAND SPONSORS THE PRESIDENTIAL INAUGlTtAT ION JANUARY
- ■ -------i

ROCKLAND, MAINE

11 A. M. to 4.30 P. M„ WRKD. 1450 On Your Dial
—----------------- - ------------------ ' r ,tV

W ami

korOssr
UIK MU• Wt WWW-WEI I

!

WALTER BULLOCK

SATURDAY ONLY. JAN. 17
Yvonne De Carlo, John Ireland,
James Craig. Forrest Tucker,
Lyle Bettger. Richard Arlen in
“HURRICANE SMITH"
In Technicolor
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JANUARY 18-19
Bob Hope, Bing Crosby.
Dorothy Lamour In
“ROAD TO BALI"
In Technicolor

TODAY

“QUIET MAN”
John Wayne. Alee

ON STAGE—8.30 P. M.

Arrowhead Ranch Trio
In Person

Knox<o

Tuesday-Thursday-Satunbfr
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PafiaSU Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Jackson
entertained at a dinner party Swnday honoring Mrs. Hattie Jackson
of south Thomaston and Mrs. Ad*
Hewett of this city whose birthday
fell on Jan. Ill and they were both
87 years old. They both were pre
sented birthday cakes. Mrs. Hew
ett’s was made by her daughter.
Miss Mabel Seavey of Brewer' William A. Seavey has arrived in
Mrs. Frank Butler was also present
spent the weekend with her sister- West Palm Beach. Fla., for the re
at the dinner. The honor guests
mainder
of
the
winter.
in-law. Mrs. Heman Seavey. Birch
both lived in South Thomaston in
street.
their girlhood and enjoyed an aft
Mrs. Louis B. Cook was hostess
ernoon of reminiscing.
Friends of William Sansom will ' to the TH£ Club Monday night
be pleased to know he returned ; for dessert bridge. Prizes were won
Captain and Mrs. George E. Hor
home last Tuesday from Knox by Mrs. Joseph Emery, Mrs. Walter ton of 219 Cedar street celebrated
! C. Ladd. Mrs. E. C. Boody. Jr. and their 59th wedding anniversary at
Hospital.
Mrs. James F Burgess.
their home Wednesday. Natives of
Mrs. Raymond J. Moulaison en
Matinicuz, they have resided in
tertained the Wednesday Night’ Mrs. Ralph RaekliHe entertained Rockland since 1896 and for the
Club last night at her home on Ma a samba and canasta party at her last 47 years at their present home.
sonic street. A delicious lunch was home in South Thomaston Wed He is a member of Aurora Lodge,
followed by cards with prizes being nesday night. Those bidden were: Masons; the Odd Fellows; Achorn
won by Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, Mrs. Mrs. Mary Starrett. Warren: Miss Grange of Cushing and Knox Po
Donald Perry’. Mrs. John M. Rich Leila Clark. Mrs Edna Smith, Mrs. mona Grange. Mrs. Horton is a
ardson and Mrs. James F. Burgess. Ava Whitney, Mrs. Ann Condon, past noble grand of Miriam Re
Mrs. Jessie Beil. Thomaston, and bekah Lodge; past district deputy
Miss Virginia Economy who was Miss Florence Kaler, Rockland of the Rebekahs; a member of the
in a skiing accident last Saturday Late refreshments were served.
Rockland Women’s Educational
in Portland and at first thought to
Club, The Achorn Orange and also
have a fractured ankle was taken
Mrs. Noble C. Earl HI and sons 1 of Knox Pomona.
to the Maine General Hospital Clarlcie age 9. and Johnnie age 2,
where It was found to be a sprain. arrived last Thursday by plane to
APPLETON
She returned to her studies at visit her grandmother Mrs. Cleve
Mrs. Ada Hall has closed her
Gorham State Teachers’ College.
land Sleeper at South Thomaston.
They will be Joined on Saturday by home and gone to Camden, where
Linda Kae Demetri. daughter of M Sgt. Earl and will all leave on she has employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Christy Demetri. 34 Jan. 23 for New York City, where
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Meservey
Orange street celebrated her fifth they will sail on the 24th for An: of Camden were recent callers on
birthday Tuesday afternoon by en kara. Turkey, where M Sgt. Earl relatives and friends in town.
tertaining a group of friends. will be attached to the US-AF
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lailer and
Games were played with Jay Econ group of American Mission for aid children of Bremen spent Sunday
omy winning the prize for pinning to Turkey under the U. 8. Em- ! with Mrs. Laller’s mother, Mrs.
on the donkey’s tail. Refreshments bassy for two years Their address : Pearl Belcher.
including a handsome blrthdhay will be M Sgt. Noble C. Earl III,
Miss Dorothy Pease and Miss
cake was served. Linda Kae re USAF. group, American Mission Gloria Mank left Sunday for West
ceived many nice gifts from her for aid to Turkey, A.P.O. 206-A, Palm Beach. Fla., where they are
guests who were Donna Orace Ma % Postmaster, New York.
employed as waitresses at the
son. Addie Jane Brown. Gibby
Breakers.
Ober, John and Jay Economy, Kit
Mrs. Thomas Stenger of Friend- ; O.C. Willis L. Fenwick has re
Adams, Cynthia Demetri, Mrs. ship will leave Thursday by plane I turned to O.CS. at Fort Benning,
Priscilla Adams. Mrs Thelma Ober. for New York City where she will i Ga., after a furlough spent with
Mrs. Betty Economy and Miss spend the night at the Hotel Com his grandmother, Mrs. Grace JohnSylvia Adams.
modore. Friday morning she will ■•o" o-d with his mother and sisters
continue by plane for Key West. ln Brewer.
Fla., to Join her husband Thomas ' Edwin Aldus, M. P. has been
THE MANDARIN SHOP Stenger, S. O. 3 who Is attached visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
to the USS. Coates. The ad Calvin Aldus and family, while on
ONE RACK OF
dress will be Thomas Stenger 8.0. furlough from Camp Gordon, Ga.
3. 330 Diuial street. Key West, Fla. j He returned by plane to new duties
tn Seattle, Wash.
DRESSES
Mr. and Mrs. Rhama E. Philbrick
Celebrates Birthday
entertained at a dinner party Sat
Neighbors gathered at the home
Going Below
urday night honoring Mr. and of Mrs. Julia Currier, Jan. 10, to
Mrs. Charles H Berry and Mrs. help celebrate her birthday. Mrs.
Cost Price
Marie Bern- Collins and daughter Currier received several nice gifts
Susan who leave Saturday for a and cards. Refreshments includ
Sixes 7 to 44
winter’s sojourn in Florida. Other ed a beautifully-decorated birthday
guests were Richard Hamlin, Mr. cake made by Mrs. Hazel Robbins.
MANDARIN
and Mrs Arthur F. Schofield and The ^highlight of the day came
Mis Madeline Philbrick.
Mrs. when Mrs. Currier, who has been
Collins will be joined in Florida by confined to a wheel chair for sev
DRESS SHOP
Miss Mary Hicks of New Britain. eral months, exhibited her ability
375 MAIN STREET
Conn., a former classmate at Oak to take several steps without as
Upstairs Over the Paramount
Grove Seminary and they will go sistance.
on a Caribbean Cruise.
Stork Shower
Mrs. Sheila Hart entertained at
a surprise stork shower for her sis
ter Mis. Clark Dearbome, Jan- 5.
The gifts were presented in a
cradle decorated with pink and blue
crepe paper.
Refreshments of

Social Matters

ZENITH
MOTOROLA

ADMIRAL
CAPEHART

TV

Head
quarters

Come in now to see our
Bitler Car and

CHATHAM CRIB

Home Supply
470 MAIN ST.

BLANKETS

ROCKLAND
6-tf

25 Years Wed

Engaged

Cogans Of Warren Honored Midshipman David E. Ulmer
and Miss Janice Reupke
Jan. 7 By Family and
Are Engaged
Their Many Friends

•AS

SPECIALS

(ODD LOT)

JACKETS

Surcoats and Bomber Style Jackets

p.00 TUSSY

$6.00

Hand Lotion
50c

HELENA RUBINSTEIN

- While you’re shopping at our January White Sale,
be sure to see our complete line of mill samples of

R

CRIB BLANKETS at Savings Of 30% to 45%.

All

$5.00 DOROTHY GRAY

Cellogen Cream
$2.50

First Quality-—boxes slightly damaged.

36 x 54—Reg. 2.98,

Now $1.98

Jacquard—Reg. 3.98,

Now $2.49

$2.50 HARRIET
HUBBARD AYER

Hand Cream
$1.00

Now $3.98

Now $4.98
Now $5.98

PEPSODENT

Values to

9.95

$7.98

...........

with

FREE PARKING — FIXE PARKING

lb. 49c

.............

$10.98

Steak—T Bone

$1.80 VALUE

Values to 16.95

.............

$12.98

Yardley Soap
4 bars $1.35

Lobsters

Values to 27.95

.............

$19.98

Hand Lotion and
1 Cake Soap
$1.00
WRISLEY

Soap Special
20 cakes $1.00

MEN’S

SUITS

We Still Have Many Fine Models and Patterns to Choose From
Value 65.00,

Values to 55.00

$49 9g
QO

Values to 49.50

$29.98

SPECIAL LOT
Value 66 00( $44 9g

OUR CLOTHING SALE IS STILL ONI

oJTcL

2 for $1.00

2 lbs. 29c

crXy

both for 63c
AU Ooemetica Taxed

2 for $3.00

lb. 73c

Regular er Drip Grind

Coffee, Maxwell House

lb. 88c

CAMPBELL’S

Tomato Soup

4 for 45c

Baby Foods, strained

4 for 39c

Vitarex-Perles
Reg. 2.69

je

|b, 65c

Lard, Pure

Butter

II

Wilson’s Extra
Lean, Smoked

Shoulders

Values to 14.95

REVLON

Rockland, Maine

Hamburg

Alpaca and Quilt Lined.

Tooth Paste (Economy)
Ball Point Pen - FREE

Senter- Crane’s

Hormone Twins
$3.50

Tel. 17

$9.98

OTHER JACKETS
In Mouton and Self Collars.

JORDAN and GRANT
MARKET
745 Main Street

In Gabardine, Wool Plaida and Leather Finish.
Lined with All Wool Quilt and Alpaca.
Values to 16.95 .................................................. ...

Dry Skin Lotion
$1.00

Pupils Of William Eves Will Appear li

. . . SPECIAL . . .

cosmaio

$2.00 DOROTHY GRAY

RUBINSTEIN CLUB GUEST NIGHT

Notable Program Thursday
Mr. and’ Mrs. Qari Reupke of
Mr. and Mrs. Allen H. Oogan of
Warren, who observed their silver l Corpus Christi, Texas, announce
wedding anniversary, Jan. 7, were the engagement of their daughter,
The Rubinstein Club will hold a Due—
given a family party* at the Oogan Janice Marie, to Midshipman Da
Theme from A-minor Concerto
guest Night on Friday at 8 p. m.,
Grieg-Stei
home that evening by their three vid E. Ulmer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Barbara Beals, Mr. Eves
when artist pupils of William Eves,
daughters, Mrs. Lowville Pottle, Henry E. Ulmer of Camden street.
Passacaglia..
of Brunswick, will be presented in Clair
Mrs Theodore Overlock, and Miss Rock'and, Maine.
I
de lune,
Rae Oogan. all of Warren.
l Miss Reupke, formerly of Terre
a program of notable worth. These Valse, C-sharp minor,
op. 64. No. 2,
Mr. and Mrs. Cogan were pre Haute, Indiana, is now attending
pupils will be Dalene Powers, ot Etude,
C-minor, op. 10. No.
sented with a purse of silver. The | Del Mar College in Corpus Christi,
Freeport: Janet HaU, Barbara
(“Revolutionary" Etude),
anniversary cake was made bv Mrs Texas.
Colleen Phalr
Beak, Colleen Pheir. Nancy WakeCharles Wren. Ice cream and cake
Duo—Brazilliera,
Mlihai
Midshipman' Ulmer is now a
ley, and Jayne Ooffin, all of
Colleen Phalr, Mr. Eves
were served.
: Junior In Electrical Engineering.
The two numbers to be played i
Present, in addition to the honor : enrolled in the NROTC program at
Brunswick. These girls are all
Miss Miss Ooffin are recent com
guests and the hostesses, were the University of South Carolina.
High School students.
positions by two Guatemalan
Oeorge Field, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
No date has been set for the
In the group Miss Pheir for the
posers which have Just been
Olson and daughter. Miss Jean Ol i wedding.
past two years has won the high llshed. The composer of the
son, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wood
Miss Janice Evelyn Burbeck
est rating of superior at the Maine dante, Manuel Herrarta, is a frii
and two daughters, Carol and
Polio Dance 23d
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Burbeck Federation of Music Clubs audi of Mr. Eves.
Qharlene, all of Cushing, Mrs.
William Eves, a real Maine ;
Priscilla Butler, and Lewville
ol Salem, Mass., announce the en tions and also at the school music
Pottle, of Warren.
Finnish-American Affair At gagement of their daughter, Janice festivals held for the past two 1st, possesses an expressive quaU
touch which has been
Mr. and Mrs. Cogan were mar
Community Building To Evelyn to Richard Elliot, son of the years. She gave her debut solo re and
nlzed since his first public perfo
ried Jan. 7, 1928 by Rev. Charles
* Aid County Fund
late Dr. and Mrs. Henry L. Elliot cital two years ago and presented ance as a boy ln New Haven,
D. Paul, pastor of the Congrega
tional Church.
Pinal plans for the annual Finn of Washington Square, Salem and a second recital in Brunswick last He has received much of his
year and is to present her third lng from some of the celebra
Mrs. Cogan is the daughter of ish-American Dance to be held at Elliot street, Thomaston.
artists of the music world.
George Field of Cushing, and Mrs. the Rockland Community Building , Miss Burbeck a graduate of the during 1963.
The program
Include Robert Casadesus.
Howard Trask of Sidney.
Jan. 23 for the benefit of the 1352Salem schools, is employed in the Duo—Car.zona No. 1. aus den
Oasadeeus, Nadia Boulanger. Alfi
Mr. Cogan, who is proprietor of 1S63 March cf Dimes drive will be
“Fiore Musicale” (1636),
Cortot, and others; and he has :
a garage In Warren, In which busi completed Wednesday. Jan. 21, in 1 plant engineers office of the New
Frescobaldi
ceived inspiration and
ness he has been engaged for a the scout rooms at the Community i England Telephone and Telegraph
Dalene Powers, Mr. Eves
^Jlrit as well as technical and 1
I Company.
number of years, is the son cf the Building.
Prelude, G-minor, op. 28, No. 22.
Chopin terpretative information
late John, and Sadie Henderson
Committee chairmen w-ho have ' Mr. Elliot is an alumnus of Bos
Nancy Wakely
study ln such atmosphere as
Cogan.
been named thus far for the dance, ton University, College of Business Duos—Melody from “Orpheus.”
Administration.
He
served
with
the
one of the most colorful events
Gluck-Chasina French palace of Fontainebleau,
Third Street Rhumba,
Shaw Switzerland, and at the Berk
staged in this area during the armed forces for two years, both in
A Fine Group
Nancy Wakely, Mr. Eves
Festivals in our own country.
year, include Mrs. Anselm Latmpi- Virginia and Europe as personnel
Gavotte, in manner of Lully,
His success as a teacher of
nen of Thomaston and Mrs. Fred management specialist. He Is at
PUlols
piano
is already commanding
Men Of St. Bernard’s Organ Webel of Warren, kitchen supervi present with the Waldorf System
Dalene Powers
Llncke lice, and a rich musical treat is
ize For Scout Activities sors. Also. Mrs. Miles Leach of Inc., as one of their accountants, i Duet—Glow .Worm,
Dalene Powers, Mr. Eves
store for music lovers to hear
Warren, waitresses and Howard
and Drive
Andante,
Herrarte six young soloists who come
Crockett of Warren, master of cere
Tyler P. T. A.
Fisherman’s Song,
Castillo
Rockland on Friday night.
A general meeting of the execu- ! monies for entertainment.
Jayne Coffin
tive committee of St. Bernard’s Ex
The concert will be given ln
En Bateau,
Debussy
The entertainment will include
Janet Hall
, Farnsworth Art Museum, ana*'
Auditorium Opening
plorers, Boy Scouts and Cub Scouts vocal solos by Miss Lydia McKin Plan
Massenet-Barth tentlon is again called to
was held at the home of Clinton non of St.. George, trombane solos
Next Month With Special Duo—Aragonalse,
Janet Hall, Mr. Eves
Robinson, 22 Pulton street, on by Miss Sonja Skoglund of St.
Program For Occasion
Canzonetta,
Scutt hour—eight o’clock. The
is cordially invited.
Wednesday evening. The follow George, and trumpet solos by Keith
Barbara Beals
Members of Tyler School PTA
ing members were present: Rev. Monaghan of St. George.
George W. Goudreau, chap’ain, Al
Knox County Campaign Chair ' plan the dedication of the school’s 80 Percent Covered area serviced by the August* I
Plourd, chairman, Sebastian Gro man Oeorge Parsons cf Rockland new auditorium at the meeting due
Security office in the form of i
der. co-chairman. Clinton A. Rob announced Wednesday that school Monday, Feb. 9.
purchasing power where it Is l
Men of the group have been re Social Security Now Pro ed most. Most of the wage earn
inson. institutional representative. March of Dimes cards would be dis
George R. Robishaw, scoutmaster, tributed to all school children ln building a section of the school
tects Large Segment Of era. their employers, and selfLeo Lacroix, chairman transporta Rockland Jan 19 and are to be re j basement the past several weeks
ployed people here pay social
Workers
I and expect to have all work done ’
tion, Charles Fairweather, chair turned to teachers by Jan. 23.
crity taxes regularly, which
Many people are still unaware Insurance for them. But rij
man refreshment committee, J. F
Parsons warned that the 1625 by opening day.
The women are now busy sewing of the extent to which social se now regular cash insurance pay
Coakley, chairman publicity com cards to be distributed are to be
mittee. Winston Brannan, Explorer used solely for the benefit of the on a project which will include cur curity payments affect the com ments are going into the homes
advisor, Charles Dorgan, chairman polio drive and cards for the pur tains for the windows and curtains
munity, declares George M. Field, people Wlvo have retired and
Cub Scout committee, Howe Glover, poses of family or personal use and a backdrop for the stage. A
homes where the wage earner
manager
of the Augusta office of
co-chairman Cub Scout committee. were not to be distributed for solici stage curtain, recently removed
died, to replace income which ,
tation in the neighborhood by from the high school, has been do the Social Security Administration. been last.
nated to the PTA by Superintend
As old-age and survivors insur
sandwiches, cookies and coffee were children.
ent Russell. Mrs. Maude WinchenIt is a fact that the folks
served. Those attending were: Mrs
ance enters its seventeenth year of
Clara Day of Union and Mrs. Chloe Charles F Blaisdell. cub master, bach and Mrs. Philip Rowling have operation Field says, over 5,000,000 promise the most usually have
least to give.
Roy of Burkettvllle, Mrs. Clara and John LaCrosse, treasurer' cub donated material for window cur
tains. A piano for the auditorium people are receiving 8200 million ln
Wentworth and daughters Pris scouts.
insurance payments each month.
cilla and Fern. Mrs. Jennie Went
Plans were made for Charter is the gift of Mrs. James Pease.
JANUARY CLEARANCE
During the
Monday evening The total paid in 1953 to these re
worth. Mrs. Beatrice Moody, Mrs Night for Friday evening Jan. 30 at
meeting,
Robert
Hudson
of
the
SALE
tired workers, their families, and
Esther Moody, Mrs. Margaret which time the Boy Scouts will be
Sprowl, Mrs. Shirley Brown, Mrs. presented their charter and the Rockland School District trustees to dependent survivors of deceased
All Winter
Helen Simpson, Mrs. Elizabeth Cub Scouts will also be presented showed a model and plans ot the workers who were insured, will be
Gushee, Mrs. Ethel Edgecomb, with their charter. Plans were also proposed North School. A question more than $2 4 billion.
Merchandise
In the part 16 years. Field be
Mrs. Althea Moody. Mrs. Cynthia discussed and arrangements made and answer period followed his talk
with
parents
showing
much
Interest
lieves, American families have built
Wolters, Mrs. Ruby- Chaples. Mrs. for a communion breakfast for
Reduced
up more protection under Federal
Ethser Keating. Mrs. Mary Gurney. these organizations after the 8 in th? project.
Members of the executive com old-age survivors insurance than
Dresses, Skirts, Blouses
Tlie guest of honor Mrs. Dearborn, o'clock Mass, Sunday Feb. 8. To
and hostess Mrs. Hart. Those not add to the impressiveness of this mittee of Tyler PTA will hold a they generally realize.
30% OFF
For example, 80% of all Jobs In
able to be present, but sending gifts ceremony, Bernard LaCroix, son of meeting Friday evening at the home
Flannel Pajamas, $1.6%
were Mesdames Alice Wadsworth. Mr. and Mrs. Leo LaCroix, 9 Lisle of Walter Loker on Rankin street. the country are covered by the
Were $1J8 to «M»
"
Pern Hagan, Elizabeth Sprowl, Eve street, will be presented the Ad There will be a discussion on plans program and 82 million persons are
for
the
annual
Tyler
School
Fair
Cotton
Jerseys,
98c
now
Insured
for
benefits
on
the
lyn Pitman. Arlene Collins.
Altare Dei Medal for faithful as
sistance at religious services during which is the PTA’s fund raising basis of their employment ln cov Coats, Suits, Lined Jackets
Church News
project with which school improve ered work. Twenty-three million of
Church services Sunday morning: the past two years.
20% to 30% OFF
are permanently Insured. Four
Church School at 10 o'clock. Morn
This meeting was a very' enjoy ments are financed.
Wool
Mittens and Gloves
out of five mothers and children
ing service at 11.16, Rev. Donald able one with all members taking
2
pairs
for $1.00
in
the
United
States
are
protected
Ryder, pastor. Subject “Sowing part in the discussions and it is
All Remaining Hats and
under the Federal program in
Good Seed.” In the evenihg there hoped that future meetings will
case of the death of the family
Knitted Caps, $1.00
will be a hymn sing starting at contain the same enthusiasm, and
breadwinner. The total face value
by
committee-men
7-30. The subject oi the evening attendance
CHILDREN'S
of the life insurance protection un
will be “How Good Mu A I Be.” The will be ln the same record number
derwritten
by
the
system
is
over
members of Georges Valley' Orange
SPECIALTY SHOP
With today's prices, many a fam
$275 billion.
will attend the morning services
4W MAIN STREET
Field points out that the program
and will meet in the vestry of the ily can’t budge the budget to make
•-1
room for a vacation.
comes home to the people ln this
church at 11 o'clock.

CARROLL!
..ur
rate

A Betrothal

THESE ARB JUST A FEW OF OUR
MENS

AND

MANY LOW PRICES
Shop and Save When Yeu Can Park Your Car

Timfry-Thurtday-Saturfe*
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English sparrows.
pastures and woodlands. However last summer?
I cannot believe this weasel was tracks. He was in no hurry yet, and
If you want the chickadees, they are most sociable with the
seeking food. He seemed bent on a with only a ten minute start I ex
Birds
are
ever
interesting.
The
fi«- wrwr
'’'zf
nuthatches, woodpeckers, finches, friendly and cheerful chickadee. In i ideal time to observe them at close diligent survey of the area for what pected to see him at any moment.
Juncos and grosbeaks you’ve got to the darkest forest or most dismal
range la at a winter feeding sta lt might hold as a future source of
There was no erroded aider root
spread your offering to suet, peanut swaarp they seek each others com tion.
food, for soon there might oe a foot or tangied raspberry patch that he
butter, seeds or oracked grains
pany. I sincerely believe the mutualI
Make sure your station is not a of snow over the tufts of dry vetch; had not entered to emerge from its
After your station has been going friendship of the two species during)
place where their confidence will a most likely place for a field mouse most complex extremity still on the
for some time you should keep , winter ls one of the closest companAKOUND
be betrayed by roaming cats or when woods mice were holed up go.
watch for the more furtive birds; ! ionships of the woods.
far underground.
other predators.
I was about to leave the trail and
mourning doves, pheasants, etc.
I knew his lust for warm blood, start for home when I noticed a
Kinglets, possibly a few affec• e e •
They will not mix in the clamor j tionate individuals, would be likely
On Friday Jan. 9 there came I his urge to kill on sight. But this pair ol dainty tracks on the shellof the small fry for a bite to eat to come to any feeding station with
0 5»
t" if s ^(g<<
-a $
over
the radio from every quarter. ' weasel was sleek and fat. Possibly ice close to a pile of dry brush at
at any cost
chickadees, for the chickadee's “Eastport to Block Island; snow ! he was a dweller close to the hay the brookside. They had come from
At bit of grain quite remote from range knows no bounds in our State j
®r
with east and north east winds up barns and grain bins of nearby the opposite direction as if by ap
the center of most activity might of Maine
tfflLPH VV. TYLER
to 45 m.ph. drifting to four feet i farms, where plump house mice are pointment.
make regular callers of them. Prob
in
exposed areas and generally six wont to live in luxury,
What now of our exploring “Mr.
Didn
’
t
one
go
inside
Jess
Sleeper's
It may be quite late, but with out regard for neighborhood cats, ably only unusual weather condi
Now he was seeking his more Slick?"
to
10 inches on the level.”
considerable winter still to be ex ! only to turn out disappointing to tions would see either coming reg house last Christmas and perch
contentedly on the family tree?
I was a couple of minutes on the
Concluding this waa to be the natural environment, and for what
pected a bird feeding station could their founders and most tragic to ularly to your home.
Dacktrack.
Didn't
I
find
one
singing
lustily
ln
first real storm of the winter. I pro reason?
be arranged in your dooryard now the birds, who accept the hospitalAt many feeding stations the
Let’s see,—Jan. 9th. Hmmml sure
Keen of sight, hearing and small
wtth good assurance that it would i ity so freely given but often so un starling and English sparrow will the only tree on Tommy's Island ceeded to put things ln order about
enough. If he be a male weasel he got the start on me for exactly
be well patronized before spring. safe for them.
make himself so obnoxious by
£SSS©Se%eSSS8gSSeSSeeS8SgggSg5s®egSggg®g8S8S-!»-5<;
1 (which his size surely indicated) he > what I had expected was his mis
There is a fine book in Rockland
Like the proud owners of dogs greed, bad table manners and a
was probably off to the woods and sion.
Public Library titled "Beginners “who never chased a deer," you will “nasty” disposition that prompts
swamps le look for a mate; a slim
On the bank five feet from the
Guide to Attracting Birds" that find among cat owners a great you to drive him awav.
, little serpent like animal quite as brook bed he had intercepted the
would help a lot in getting you off 1 many people who are always ready
Don’t do it I Birds understand
; immaculate and equally as good at tracks; delicately feminine, exqui
to a late start with no guesswork. to “take off their shirts and roll up your hospitality in a collective
i hunting as he and for the love of sitely small. In the open they were
Let me say; that if you or the I their sleeves” to defend their cats manner; to drive one special away
which he would fight to the death nearly obliterated by new fallen
neighbors have a pet cat who is al i “which never catches birds."
means to them that none are wel
| if need be.
snow, but to him who has pursued
lowed free range of the area you
Phooy! to both, (and I expect to come.
the woods and field mouse under
Quite
occupied
in
my
haste
to
may as well not start on the pro i hear further from this) I'd trust
A short time ago a lady who loves
NOW AT THE
prepare for the coming storm I lost trackless acres, or buried himself
ject, for unrestricted cat freedom the dog and .deer combination just birds asked about golden crowned
1 contact with him for awhile. The in brush piles to clutch the unsus
and bird confidence and welfare are 1 four times farther than I would kinglets—“Would they ever come to
I tracks he had made nearby were pecting rabbit by the throat it was
not possible in the average door- j the cat and bird layout
her feeding station?’’
I If you start a feeding station.
yard.
5 j quite obliterated by the fast falling easy to follow them, for now, be
I believe I am safe in saying that
(Formerly occupied by Waldoboro Oarage)
snow, but for the satisfaction of sides their dainty imprint ln the
Many feeding stations are start Just ordinary table scraps will bring kinglets alone would, never coma
Knowing where he went and upon snow was the urge to see who made
ed with the best of Intentions with I the starlings. Jays, crows, gulls and They are a flocking bird of remote
PARK AT UNION STREETS
; : what quest he was Intent I walked such wonderful tracks.
The quest was short Indeed.
quarter-mile up the brook.
SAME TELEPHONE NUMBER 1135 5 I a Into
At the edge of Norton’s pasture
the cover of overhanging
i brush along the way I found his both sets of tracks submerged into
small opening ln a stone wall
5
ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
5 j my premises and at the bait pond. one
1 At Westbrook Road, close to the that would soon be closed by drift
J
In the Lines
; pond I discovered weasel tracks, ing snow.
I walked up and down the wall
; 60 fresh that they must have Deen
;
Formerly Handled By Us
j made only minutes before I got for rods but there were no emerg
i there and sure enough, while I was ing tracks. The die was cast this
;
Refrigeration
; i cleaning the strainers for my tanks, stormy morning for a romance of
out from beneath the grout came a the woods and before the storm had
/ Gas Appliances of all kinds
A Fine Ceylon Blend
| good sized weasel to look me all ov- passed and it is again fine weather
’ er and dodge in and out persuasive- to be about, it is very likely that our
' Mobil Flame Bottled Gas
I ly to see if I had any intentions of weasel “Mr. Slick,” will have se
cured a mate for 1953 or been
pursuit.
S‘
z Plumbing and Heating Equipment $ giving
Ordinarily I would have placed a “tossed" out on his ear without fur
I trap for this culprit at once, but at ther ceremony.

r
|

Outdoor *

KNOX COUNTY ‘

!

COMPTON’S

NEW LOCATION

SOCONY VACUUM STATION

Use First National Teas
And See What You Save!
GOLDEN ROSE

73c

39' -

5

BESIDES THE ABOVE, WE HAVE ADDED

HOMELAND

'

FOR YOUR CAR NEEDS

A Blend of India and Ceylon leas

;

Mobilgas — Mobiloil

/

Mobil and B. F. Goodrich

$

Tires and Batteries

'

ALWAYS PLENTY OF FREE PARKING AT

;

COMPTON'S

$

PARK AT UNION STREET

_ “s43‘’”s 83‘
APPLES]

\TORKS
On
Parade

RIB ROAST
OUR FAMOUS KING OF ROASTS
STS
7 wick Cut • Cut irom Corn Fad Heavy Wester*

Steer Beef - Lass Bone, las* Waste Than the i
10 inch Cut.
Oswn 20c e Lb. from Lett Veer's Price

q

69<

?

McIntosh

2

Cortland

2 LK 29c

Delicious

2 L,s 39c

18 $1.05

Top Round
Steak •> Root

Tear's

Bawn 10c e lb. (row lail

Bottom Round
Dewe IS* a Fevnd Irea

Oawa Ilea

<

FourO

95c

Carrots

LS 1.05
97c

Dawn lbs

MANY

2 8CHS 25c

LB

2LBS13c

Left In Their

hlesad 17c

FIRE & WATER

LS

t

Florida ■ Frosh Tasting

Orange Juice

°tcan

27c

Fruit Cocktail

1 lcan” 24c

Florida • Sweetened or Unsweetened

PK©

Grapefruit JuiceVan 23c

27c

Finast - Bartlett Halves

I LB 11 OS

Wte

Copley Coffee

or Drip

CAN

Finast • Sliced

Pineapple

“n

i ui4«
.35
..c
can

Yor Garden Cut * Blue Lake Variety

String Beans

'can* 21c

Finest - Goldea Whole Kernel

’' " 35c
2 ' Lcans

Corn
Fancy Small Sue

Evangeline Milk 42& 55c

Finast Peas

I

U
I m
can

of jwst national bamw vawfs/i

B/&
foan (Zahol

Hetty Alden

$nan Gahnl

PINEAPPLE PIE

WHITE & WHEAT

JZX

BREAD

BROWN t SERVE
ROILS
23c

ea

45c

A

I

LB-

LOAF

15c
■***

*HUDSONS WIN TRIPLE

1953 HUDSON HORNET

STOCK-CAR CROWN

Sweaters
Vest or Pullover Style

J

Heavy

This year treat yourself to genuine
I Hudson
driving fun in a fabulous 19531
Hornet, the car that won the Cham
pionship in all three stock-car racing
associations last year.
You’ll enjoy the new Coronation In
teriors with deep, foam-rubber, nylonupholstered cushions, and the smartest
appointments ever seen in the motor
world.
You will sense complete safety in your
Hornet or Wasp because exclusive
"step-down” design provides the low
est center of gravity among American

cars, for the most stable, most com
fortable ride on the road.

Wool Shirts
Best For the Man on the Water

And for flashing performance, just
feel the deep-chested surge of Twin
H-Powerh Hudson’s sensational
multiple-fueling system that develops
more power out of every drop of
regular-grade gasoline. New DualRange Hydra-Matic Drive is avail
able at extra cost on all 1953 Hudsons.

$5.88
In 57 stock-car races held in 1952,
Hudsons won 49 victories—and
were named Champion in all
three racing associations: AAA,
NASCAR and PRA. Hudson
now holds every national AAA
record for stock-car competition!

See us and try a Hudson Hornet or
Wasp, the most exciting and glamor
ous cars on the road!

Corduroy Jackets

Boys, Were 7-95 NOW

FOR 1953, A SPECTACULAR NEW

$4.44
New Stock of
Johnson's Heavy

See the smart and spectacular new 1963 Hudaon Waap. lower-priced

00719c

3 for $1.29

$6.66

HUDSON WASP

DOUGHNUTS

Navy Style

T Shirts - Briefs

Men’s, Were 9.95 NOW

fOptional at extra coat

Nice Blend of White and Whole Wheat

running mate of the Hudaon Hornet. The Waap, too, feature* new

Green Pants
$5.95

styling, new interiors and colon, plua Hudson's famous get-up-and-gu.
Standard trim and other epedficatione and
aoceaeoriee subject to change without notice.

effectlre at 115 Main St, Themes! in; 12 Central St. Bockport; 29 1
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

100% Wool Sleeveless

$1.98

This year enjoy performance, safety

,0&n 34c

Asparagus

22c

$1.22 '

Fabulous

and durability you've never known before

Richmond - Tips

17c

Margarine

can ' 39c

Pears

85c

Cheddar Cheese *“ "55c

Aunt Jemima

Chambray Shirts

Finast Fancy

Qut&tanAuUf Valued.
Tm"

COWIE IN—SEE AND
COMPARE

Pineapple Juice « can 31c

49c

&

Educator Crax

SALE

Canned Goods Buys!

49c

Dole - F«e*h From Hawaii

Haddock Fillets

BARGAINS

95c

a Found (r.m last Veert Frice

Hamburg

KILROY’S
STILL HAS

Lettuce

Cube Steak

National Stock- Car Champion

California Iceberg

Dawn lie a FeuRd (ram last Tear’s Frice

IS

the

3FOR23c

Cabbage
LS

for

Up in the Pacific Northwest
they've been facing a power short
age again. Almost an annual
event, these kilowatt slumps affect
every American, whether he lives
ln Portland, Oregon, or Portland,
Maine, or somewhere in between.
When the waters dropped behind
the Western dams last year, you
remember, aluminum producers
were ordered by the Defense Mobllizer to curtail production and
even to move out ol the areas.
While the removal order was re
considered. and the spring freshets
brought the waters and production
back to normal, the fact is that na
tional defense is so directly geared
to the production of aluminum
that we have—for the second time
ln a year had to borrow, by way of
England. Canadian aluminum that
the producers offered to sell us ln
the first place
Aluminum, unlike other metals,
can only be produced by processes
requiring vast amounts of electric
power—20,000 kilowatt hours for
every ton—enough Juice to run
your home for a dozen years. And
now that the virtually unlimited
hydro-electric power of the Can
adian wilderness is being put to
work turning out aluminum ingots,
we can, if we like, conserve our
own relatively scarce and expensive
power for the manufacturing
processes st which we excell—fab
ricating aluminium and all the
other materials our defense and
commerce require. It takes seven
tunes as many men to fabricate a
ton of aluminum as it does to pro
duce it.
It is a serious question whether
we can afford to ignore the abund
ance of cheap, unfailing power
north of our border, and to be too
dependent on our own Insufficient
and variable power resources. It
would be mighty comforting also,
to know that the expanding devel
opment of Canada’s natural re
sources assure us a regular and un
limited supply of this essential
metal.
It's time now, as we start to feel
the power-punch that threatens
our economy and our defense, for
some long-range planning. And it
should be based on the realization
that we stockpile 20,000 kilowatt
hours of precious electricity with
every ton of aluminum from
Canada

New Texas

(rem last T.ar', Frice

Sirloin Steak

New beauty, style and luxury

Let Canada’s Vast Power
Reserves Produce
Aluminum

The fellow who thinks the world
owes him a living appears to have
found a collector at last.

Califoroie - Sweet* Tender

last Tear's Srl«

Porterhouse Steak t'b

Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette

Florida - Largo Siio

Grapefruit

PrUe

Li

002 55c

Oranges

APPLETON
The Community Club eluected
the following officers at their regu
lar meeting Wednesday night:
President, Norman Clark; vice
president, Evelyn Pitman; secre—
tady, Mary Clark; treasurer, Either
Moody. The club meets the first
and third Wednesday of each
month and all members are urged
asked to Join. Membership dues
to attend. Anyone interested is
are payable at once.

33c

California Navel * Extra Large Site

Steok t Root • Oowr »« lb. traialeit T.ar'tPrUa

the present listing of raw furs I
{ was not interested, and besides
i there was that all important mati ter of obtaining a 1953 trapping JiI cense, which 1 had not done.
z In 15 minutes this weasel made
I a sequence of tracks around the
j dam and lower end of the pond
I that was amazing.
It was apparent that he consldi ered me a part ol the usual sur| roundings for after a minute or so
i he ignored my presence and at one
$ j time passed through a bent over
5 | clump of vetch only a yard or so
from where I stood.

A Wise Way Out

St,

SIMMONS GARAGE
10 LINDSEY STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

KILROY'S
: i*l^* i r
ARMY-NAVY STUB

MH
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Tiger Gridiron Candidates Of Next Fall Are Working Out Now
a

Waldoboro Book

The Pilot Staff

Betty Parsons Is Editor Ot Salesmen Close To Quota Of
Advertising; Senior Sta
the North Haven High
tistics Added
Annual

W.

The 1963 edition of the North
Haven annual "The Pilot'' has been
placed in the hands of Betty Par
sons who this week was chosen as
editor-in-chief. The business side
of the publication has been as
signed to Agnes Beverage.
Others on the staff are: Assittj ant business manager. Jane Quinn.
I Literary editor, Mary Lou Baird:
' assistant. Helen Shields.
Alumni editor. Jimmy MacDon
ald: assistant. Charlene Ames.
Joke editor, Evelyn Brown; as
sistant, Bobby Staples.

The yearbook staff has pro
gressed rapidly despite many mis
haps which have put them behind
In their schedule. The ads have
come along quite well, and are
within $100 of the quota.
To date, plans call for 27 pages
of advertising to 61 pages for the
reading material and pictures.
The staff chose the layout for
the Senior panel and work has
been started on these pages. There
will be four pictures to a page.
Under the senior class section,
senior statistics have been Includ
ed which add a great deal to the
enjoyment of the book.

Searsmont Honors

RHS Girl Singers
Grammar School Listing Is
Posted By Miss Chaffee Carolyn Bray President Of
Rockland Glee Club
The Honor Roll for the months
' of November and December at the
At their first meeting of the new
i Searsmont Orammar School was year
the Rockland High School
announced by Mt" Thelma Chaffee Girls' Glee Club elected the fol
Photos by Cullen this week.
lowing officers: President, Carolyn
Listed on the honor roll were:
Using homemade gym equipment made by them, Tiger footballers of the future work out with Ronnie
Hitting the line and blocking are all important phases of football. The lads above are getting plenty
Bray; vice president, Pleasancc
Marsh, right, captain of the '53 squad. At the left is Robert Benner, a freshman, and Barry Black of the of practice this winter in the gym. Holding down the burking device are Christy Alex and Dick Hanley James Cunningham. Perry Davis,
seventh grade, both of whom should have plenty of football know how when they join the squad. The Thurs- while Larry Bird and Jake Alden “hit the line.” Robert Coakley and Bruce Saunders hold a tight check- Patricia Freeman. Earl Howes, Al- Kaufman.
Also secretary. Jackie Rogers;
day drills are proving popular with the candidates.
rein on the pair to trarh them to keep their heads up in action.
wood Mitchell, Frederick Cross,
treasurer. Harriet Levoo and at
Charlotte Ryan, Elaine Gelo, Ruth tendance clerks. Mildred Perkins
began her study in September is fresher course or to attain in Gerrish.
and Mary Nichols
George Johnson's Idea Proving That
Muriel Ratten, Marlon Hemennow writing 140 words a minute, creased speed at no added cost.
Following the election, a discus
having previously earned the offi Terms of weekly payments may be way, Lorraine Leadbetter, Rachel sion was held concerning ways and
Rockland Boys Want To Learn the
Mitchell, Dorothy Riley, Grace Rip
cial certificates for 60. 80. 100, and arranged, if desired.
means for carrying through this
A stuSent may take Spccdwrtttng ley and Muriel Wing.
120 words.
year’s project, a trip to the East
Game, Better School's Teams
Students having perfect attend
Special mention has been made alone, or lt can be combined with
ern Maine Music Festival In May
ance
were
Patricia
Freeman,
Don

typing or other subjects
by Dr. Roy E. Adams, principal of
ald Gerrish. Robert Cushman. Ma
Greta Nelson and Leon White.
the school, of the excellent results
Football Coach Oeorge Johnson lt on mats spread over the gym
rion Hemcnway. Lorraine Leadbet
DUTCH
NECK
The show will be presented the
achieved
by
Alberta
Sprague,
ot
at Rockland High has already Part floor.
ter. Muriel Ratten and Grace
evenings of March 5 and 6 in the
Rockland, for her exceptional
Mrs. Arthur Benner of Randolph
Johnson
extends
an
invitation
to
Ripley
ed football practice for the sea
auditorium of
Rockland High
record of 140 wpm. and of Carol returned home Sunday after a
all boys of the eighth grades of the
son of ’53. Believe lt or not. work
School.
Hawkins of St. George, for having weeks visit with her sister-in-law.
city to join in the sessions, as well
outs are being held weekly, on as members of the three lower
pa sed her first official test before Mrs. Unwood Miller.
To Show "Claudia" Committee chairmen selected in
cluded Mrs. Gerald Black, tickets;
Christmas after a late start about
Thursday evenings, in the school classes in the high school. A thor
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Miller and i
-------Mrs. Larry Epstein, refreshments;
the
middle
of
November.
ough
knowledge
of
the
fundamen

gym with a good sized squad in at
children spent Sunday afternoon, McLain PTA Selects Play
Francis Orne. finances and
tals is absolutely necessary before
Students are now enrolling for with Mrs Myra Benner In Rantendance.
For March Presentation Mrs.
Sam Savitt, publicity.
new Speedwriting classes which dolph.
the candidate can be real top notch
»
- -----Fundamentals of tlie game are
I The McLain Parent Teachers Asmateria! for the squad. Johnson
will start in the winter term at the
being taught to Freshmen of this commented.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Warren
Smith
ha#
decided
On the pro
Rockland School of Commerce on
year and eighth graders who will
Each drill session, movies of last
Jan. 19. both In the day and the Rockland spent the past weekend duction of the three act comedy-j
ARTESIAN WELLS
be first year high school students fall’s games are projected and stu
evening schools. The cost of pre with Mrs. Smith’s parents, Mr. and drama "Claudia" as a fund raising 1 LEWIS HERBERT A SON
next fall.
died with Johnson pointing out the
paring adequately for a good posi Mrs. Claude Miller.
project of the organization,
DRILLERS SINCE 1»1>
Veterans of last fali’6 squad are plays and the shortcomings of play
tion is remarkably low—and every
W. K. Winchenbach was a busi i The play by Bose Franken is to ■
Isleabarw
TeL Dark Hbr. 74-1
aiding Johnson in teaching the ers which should be avoided. All in
graduate is entitled to return to ness visitor in Spruce Head on I be coached by Almon Cooper. Tak- :
86U
newcomers and adding to the all, the boys are getting a lot of
the school at any time for a re Monday.
t ing the leads In the show are Miss 1
knowledge of those who were on football know how under their belts
the sqaud last fall and who will be 1 before they ever hit the gridiron.
i^e. 03/i rf>at atf, ihe. ekxrf&rwtts a6out/ .
back in September.
Johnson extends an invitation to
Body building exercises are on parents and interested persons in
the agenda weekly along with general to attend the winter drills
blocking and tackling drills. The which are his first step toward
candidates for the squad turn out building a strong squad for next
in football outfits and really go at year’s Tiger grid outfit.

mm

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS

sgawcoss

Jake Alden tackles the dummy in the gym. smashing in with all the
drive he would have to show on the gridiron. The bovs arc dead serious
i in their practice and are looking ahead to better football in '53 at RHS.

North Haven—There will be a
North Haven—On Friday afterschool food sale Saturday at Hop- noon, alt students were kept after
kins store. Ten dollars of the -rhool for 25 minutes. They had 25
earnings will go to the girls’ bas demerits for chewing gum.
I
ketball team and the remaining
Thomaston—Martha Jack, senior,
sum to the activity fund.
recently spoke to the civics class. Tigers Playing Home Two Nights In Row;
Waldoboro—Langdon F Andrews Her topic was “My Washington
Is taking seven students to Wilton, Trip,” and she presented a scrap
THS At Camden, Rockport At Appleton
on Jan. 14 to enter contests in book along with her speech.
volving: Rope splicing, cutting
In Friday K-L and Bulwer Scraps
North Haven—Last week, we had
rafters, identification of shop sup two fire drills to have us prepared
plies. tools, seeds, and potato dis In case of an emergency.
eases Chosen to enter the com
(By Bob Mayo)
|Tommy Manning continued his hot
Thomaston—Junior prize speak
petition are: Llewellyn Yattaw,
The Rams of Deering High proved j scoring pace with 27 points for
ing will take place Jan 22 at the
Nelson Lash, John Winslow. James
their right to the high rating they i game high but the other Mustang
McLaughlin. Ernest. Euglev, Ross- high school auditorium at 8 p m. enjoy In Western Maine by breez- ’coring fell off sharply while the
Thomaston—Albert. Elliot spoke tag past the Rockland Tigers 84- \ Bhtahill effort was more evenly dilyn Cast.ner, and Rodney Orff.
to the Junior Business Training 52 Tues^
av night
nimht atth* Fbtncwdesday
at the
Exposi vided.
Thomaston—Junior High boys
clases on selling life insurance re tion Building.
Bluehlll led all the way and sur
played two games; one at South cently.
vived the closing Camden rush. The
Their
first
team
put.
on
the
pres

School which they Inst and the
Thomaston — Jackie Chapman sure to spurt Into a 32-10 first quar Camden over-all season record Is
other with pwl's Head, which they
has returned to school after a short ter lead and then substituted lib now 5-5. Camden scoring:
won last week.
Goodrldge 1 (3), Davis; Manning
illness.
erally the rest of the way to keep
North Haven—Both the schools !
12 (3); Rossiter; Murch 3; Gifthe
score
within
reason.
It
wav
41saw the movies on plant life on ! North Haven—Jane Quinn, a 22 at the half and 6&-31 after three fin 1 (1).
freshman, has been chosen assist
Monday, which were for the biology
Friday League Games
ant school treasurer.
She will quarters.
class particularly.
A Deering all-court press upset
In Knox-Lincoln League battles
take over the books next fall.
the Tiger attack throughout.
this Friday Thomaston Is at CamWaldoboro—The Student Council
Thomaston—Glee Club members
For Rockland, Danny Flanagan ! den ta e scrap for second place, for
bought a three-speed record player recentIv
Martha Jaflt
“ | led the scoring pace with 12 points, j which the two are currently tied:
In the gym on the loud- president. Janice Putnam as vice
“ .| followed by Floyd Johnson at 11 Boothbay Harbor visits Waldoboro;
speaker system. A committee of president. Jane Ifemeyas secretsrv,
anrf
who
n
L(ncoln Afg<,.
26 haa been named to learn to op
Sandra
Putnam
and Annette wa< Deering's tenth win in 11 j emy. In the Bulwer League Rockerate it properly. A second com
Adams as librarians.
starts and Rockland’s sixth loss ta | port invades Appleton
mittee: Sharon Day. chairman,
Thomaston
—
Due
to
sickness,
j
eight.
------------------Wayne Simmons. Winnie RobiScore: Deering (84) Smaha 1.
q
if
ahaw. Judy Moody and Donald Mrs. Carter is substituting for Mrs.
Elizabeth Grafton who teaches the Harmon 1, (1); Roast 3, Prefenno
rFOVOS ITSGIT
Day. were appointed to buy rec
(1), Atherton 1; Kurtz 7 (3), Stone i
—
seventh grade.
ords.
students
have
3
<4)
’
Burns:
Woolrldge
9
(»),
I
SpeedWfiting
Well Estab
Thoma-sto n—T wo
Rockland—Mrs Ella Gatcombe
been transferred from Warren Good’-in
Johns01' 8 (5>’ Can' i
lished
Locally
At End Of
of the high faculty conducted a
delmo.
First Year
panel discussion between parents High to T. H. S. They are Jim Bur Rockland (52) Deshon 2 (4), Alex
and students at South School rell and Ted Howard.
3 (3): Johnson 4 (3). Bird (1);
apeedwriting shorthand is rapid
P.T.A. on Monday evening.
Levinthal (2), Kent 2 (1). Copeland ly approaching its first anniver
DUTCH NECK
Thomaston—The year-book pic
1 (2), Mosher; Flanagan 4 (4) sary ta Rockland. Although this
Mr. and Mrs. Bedfield Miller of Kenniston.
tures will be taken on Friday.
amazing system of shorthand has
Lawry have been recent visitors at
been known nation-wide for over
Gardiner at Rockland Saturday
■
North Haven—Miss Greece was
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
It has been announced that the 30 years, it was introduced hr Rock
111 Monday and Mr Hopkins took
Miller.
Gardiner game will be played at land at the Rockland School of
over her classes for the day as well
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winchen- the Communlty Building on Satur- Commerce about a year ago. and
a.= his own.
bach spent Sunday afternoon with
nl<ht The game at o»rdlner j the results have been exceptional
Waldoboro— Well, folks, here it Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fairtaother whlch
i(U5t week,. Speedwritirsg is shorthand ex
is again, time for mid-year exams.
in Edgecomb.
will
on Feb. 10 which was pressed in everyday writing. Its
Be, or at least those studious ones,
Miss Mabe! Chase of Allston, t,he original date of their visit here. characters are the familiar ABCs,
won’t be around to bother you for
not the difficult hooks and curves
Mass, passed a few days recently
Brunswick-Tigere Friday
awhile. The exams will begin to
of a “foreign language " Students
with her mother Mrs. Mamie Chase
On Friday night, the Brunswick i at RSC have proved this amazing
day and run through Monday, of
and family *
Dragons are here. They won over
courae excluding the weekend, in
system can be learned quickly and
Miss Shirley Wotton of LawnRockland 53-38 in the first game at
which the students can cram for
eaetly. and in but a few weeks they
has been a guest of her cousin Mrs
Brunswick.
Monday tests.
have been able to take dictation at
L. Ernest Roden.
Bluehlll Took Camden 45-41
speeds of 60 to 80 words a minute
Thomaston—A group of eighth
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Day are
The Camden Mustangs dropped while mastering all the other sub
grade students made a sunshine having an artesian well driven.
their second seasonal game to Blue jects of the secretarial and ac
basket for Sandra Stetson who is
HUI ta a Monday night game 45-41 counting courses One student who J
Read The courier Gazette
in

THE SCHOOLBOY SPORTS WHIRL

K
THE BEL AIR SERIES
to be compared only with
higher-priced cars!
The glamorous Bel Air Scries
for 1953 is truly a new Kind
of Chevrolet. Four new Bel
Air models —4-Door Sedan,
2-Door Sedan. Convertible.
Sport Coupe-create a won
derful new class of cars.

i Ue4 •( Chnvrelot In i

An entirely ■

i IUU ell Its «

THE "TWO-TEN” SERIES

sensational advances from
bumper to bumper!

The "Two-Ten” Scries offers:
two new station wagons-thc
Townsman and “Two-Ten"
Handyman —the 4-Door. 2Door, Convertible, Club
Coupe and Sport Coupe.

THE "ONE-FIFTY” SERIES

lowest priced of all quality
cars!

Smart new Chevrolet styling
and advanced features! Five
models include the 4-Door
and 2-Door Sedans, Club
Coupe, Business Coupe, "OneFifty" Handyman.

fConfrnuofion ©/ rtondord oquipntonf and trim iltw
trated it dependent en ewoUebtlifx •/ materio/J

The great new Chevrolet line tor 1953
brings you a car for any purpose.
Choose high-compression power with
the new 115-h.p. "Blue-Flame” engine
teamed with new Powerglide* for the
finest automatic driving. Or choose the
bigh-compression 108-h.p. “Thrift-

CHEVROLET

King” engine for finest standard driv
ing. Choose the improved standard
steering, or new Power Steering, op
tional at extra cost.
Come in and see the most wonder
ful selection in the low-price fieldand it's yours at lowest cost!

■Tien of Powrtfidt automate trantrnmoum ond
"Blueoptimal
"IW-TW" and Bol Air modoh ot «tv cwt.

m

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS
THAN ANY OTHER CAR!

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
669 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

Tueatay-Tfiurttay-Mirtn
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS

UNION SQUADS TAKE TWIN BIEL
Thomaston

Court

Crews

Battered

Kippy Kamival Kommittees Named

Friendship

ROCKLAND JUNIOR HIGH NOTES

The Village School Students The PuPu» are enjoying the new
Select Their Officers
*'u>r> book'' *>r®’i<ht to them by
For Winter Term
Casper Ciaravino, supervising prin-

In

and Laverne Orcutt

Gorla- Richardson has joined
Grade VIII. Room 10. Olorla has
____ .
I cipaL
, moved to Rockland from National
Grades seven and eight of tlie :
Ten additional members have City. Calif.
I Friendship Village School held a been chosen to serve on the "Stu
Mias Fuller and her pupils of
] class meeting Tuesday, Jan. 6, to dent Council.'' These pupils are: Room 10 were in charge of the
elect officers for the new year.
Muriel Graham. Douglas Teel. Sam assembly program of Jan. 7. The
Elected were President, Linda i Glover, Donna Smallwood, Billy program began by repeating the
Sylvester; Vice President, Patricia Flanagan. Mabel Foster. Adele Lord's Prayer together and giving
Cook; Secretary, Barbara Thomp- Grossman. Peter Clements. Joanr.e the Flag Salute. Jo Ann White
son and Treasurer. Patricia Delano, j g, pet€r and Elmer Witham.
brought two very interesting movies
The outgoing officers for the fall i
for the classes to see. The movies
term were: President, Joyce Thomp- I In
10 Judy Pease has been
were “America's Wonderland” and
j son;
Vice President,
Barbara , elected to fill the vacancy created “White Magic."
I Ttiompson; Secretary, Patricia by Sandra Strickland, who has
Benner and Treasurer, Jean Aho. gone to Florida. The Council held
a meeting on Wednesday Jar.. 14
Bus Line League
with the new members in attend
M.T.A. Report
ance.

Tuesday Night Games By Visitors
There is much glee in Union
On the Thomaston side, MacFarright now and not so much in land. led with 12; Oordon 5; Jame
Thomaston. Seems that Union in- j
son 4; Sawyer 4; Putnam 2; Stone
vaded Thomaston Tuesday night1
2;
Elliot 1 and Moody 3.
Wd won two games of basketball.
Union
rooters are particularly
The girl's team led with a score
of 44 over 33 for Thomaston, while gratified at the showing made by
the boy's team won by the some their team since the victory was
what narrower margin of 38 to 33. won without the help of their first
Points scored for Union: Howard string center. Barker, who was
22; R. Austin 10; Creamer 3; and forced to remain on the side lines
Newbert 3.
! with a broken finger.

Thomaston

McLAIN SCHOOL NOTES

At

Rockland,

Alonzo Dorr has been appointed
South School Travels To
Mrs. Viik Told Of Augusta chairman of the committee to make
Camden Today
Sessions At Meeting Of
the winter border for Room 8. Bar
Because of this visit, the children
Grade One—Mrs. beach
The midpoint of the Bus Line
bara Day has completed a winter
Rockland Teachers
Graham Russell. Sharon Mars have a better understanding of the
scene on the board. It is a free schedule will be reached this aft
ton. Andrew York, and Rodney story about “Old- Dolly” a circus
The Rockland Teachers Associa hand drawinng expertly done.
ernoon at the Rookland High gym
Winslow have joined our class. The horse who needs a new shoe.
tion met recently in RHS auditori
when Thomaston and Rockland
Photo
by
Barde
three former coming from South
Grade Three—Mrs. Macllougal
The formation of a Junior High I juniO, Kijgh clash in a game Slated
Kippy Kamival is again approaching Rockland High School and the chairmen of the committee arc um with president Miss Ida M.
School, and the latter being trans
We were proud that we had 100G already meeting with the faculty advisor to make plans. Here, left to right, are Roger Grindcll, a Junior, [ Hughes presiding,
Girls’ Glee Club, composed of sing- ! f<JJ. 3
ferred from Thomaston.
enrollment in the American Junior assistant chairman; Mrs. Ivy Hart, faculty advisor; and Richard Hanley, member of the Senior class, the J Mrs' Martha Viik gave a lengthy j ers In the Seventh and Eighth
Rockland will be shooting for its
1 chairman of the committee.
Donna Thatcher's parents, Capt. Red Cross drive.
i report on the meetings she attend- | Grades took place in the High fourth win in five starts Unde
and Mrs. Thatcher, very kindly
Betty Lee Clark presented Mrs.
The 25th aimual Kippy Kamival | advise the committee on booths •
auditorium
Wednesday feated South School journeys to
i ed at the MTA Assembly in Au School
loaned and showed Christmas MacDougal a mixed bouquet of i wm be held at Rockland High J which will be headed by Ronald
gusta as representative from Knox morning, Jan. 14 under the direc Oamden looking for its fifth win.
films, among these being “The flowers during opening exercises g,.^, the
W.H.S. On Air
week of Febru. Marsh with Stanley Soboleskl as
County. The report was informa- tion of the music supervisor, Miss
A thriller was held in Rockland
Little-e«t Angel?' The other first last week.
sisting.
This was a birthday
I tive along many lines and of spe- Luce.
last week as Camden bowed to the
grade and the two second grades remembrance from the class.
aTJ
The Kween Kontest will be under Women In Politics Will Be | cial interest to the large number
Helen Tidd. Judy Pease. George Junior High 33-28 Dool Daley had
joined us in the entertainment.
A visit was made to the Pams- i A “western theme has been cho- the guidance of Bruce London and
of teachers present.
Discussed
Over
WGAN
In
Graves
and Lee Dyer were in his charges primed for this one
The children appreciated and worth Museum recently to watch a sen and the Karnlval will open with his assistant Terry Economy. Mr.
vited by Mr. Hlllgrove and the only to lose in the last minute after
February 1 Broadcast
enjoyed the goodies donated at our demonstration of finger-painting a country dance on Wednesday eve- Wilhelm will serve as advisor.
members of the “Highlite Staff" t he score had been deadlocked at
holiday party, by Mrs. Edgar
Prayer Period
The all-important clean up com
The six members of the Senior
done by a Chicago art teacher. nlng peb. u in the high school gym.
to go on the Portland trip Tuesday. 29-all.
Farnsworth, Mrs. Lawrence Plum Many interesting and valuable1
mittee Is headed by Robert Leach Class who represented Waldoboro
A basket by Billy Flanagan and
The “foursome" appeared very
mer. Mrs. Natale Mazzeo, Mrs. Fos pointers ln this work was gained Dungarees and plaid skirts will be with Jack Coakley as his lieutenant,
To Be Held Friday Noon happy over the unusual event They one by Doug Teel clinched things
Higrt
School
in
the
discussion
of
ter Farrell, and Mrs. Wesley Was- by the group
the vogue for this affair.
Mr. Johnson and Principal Boothby
Hour At Rockland High
have served as contributors for for tlie Junior High. A key point
"Women In Politics" are going to
On Friday, the Kamival proper will direct their efforts.
gatt.
Opening exercises are being led
Junior High material for the High- in the win was the rebound work
International Prayer Week is be
Grade One—Mrs. Rhodes
Mrs. Coughlin and Mrs. Conners be on the air by recording, Feb 1
by different children every day. will be held with the usual sale of
of Charlie Mahoney and Don
Ute.
hot
dogs,
popcorn,
cooked
food,
ice
ing
worked
ln
Rockland
High
iMrs. Gay was a recent visitor.
will be faculty advisors to the pub at 5 p. m over WGAN
Many fine programs arc planned.
Adams.
Some
very
pretty
geometric
deI
cream
and
soda
from
attractively
..Stephen Graham has Joined the Susan Hall. Allene Gaines, and
licity committee. Chairman of the
The three students who will pre School by the initiation of a period
©ass He was formerly enrolled at Betty Lee Clark have played piano decorated booths. Games will be committee is Judy Campbell with sent the argument for women in of prayer every Friday during the signs have been made by Ihe arith
metic class in Grade VIII. Room 9.
played also
noon hour.
Janice Hutchinson her co-worker.
South School.
selections for us.
CLAYT BITLER
politics are: Ralph Davis. Jr . Syl- ( Students interested will report to The designs chosen to be on the
The entertainment committee is
Mrs. Robinson will represent the
Judith Peterson has been the
Wants
to See YOU About
Miss Johnson—Grade Three
made by Frederick
planning a rip roaring entertain factulty on the finance committee via Thompson. and Marilyn Star- ; room 18 between 12.30 and 12.45 board were
dressing room monitor the past
We have enjoyed a trip to the ment. There will be a senior chorus.
reft.
Alcy
Jameson,
Bill
JohnRichard
Von
Dohlan
is
ln
charge
Beat
Ronald
Seavey
Rose
Flanaweek Billy Butler has recorded
which will be composed of Judy
railroad station.
Points
son, and Donald Day wiU present j and explained the plans to the stu- i ran- Paul
Perry, Judy Marr,
„
. of interest a cowboy band and pantomine play Burn, and Dorothy Greene,
the attendance eagh day.
were the mull car, where we saw ..wlld Ne]1 Thf pe? Of the Plains.”
Kennedy Crane. George Marcelonis,
SNOW and MUD
Slides showing the recent train
The
ball
will
be
held in the Com- the negative views and arguments. I dent body in assembly recently.
,1
_ I mail being assorted, tlie ticket
----------------------------------j Muriel Graham. Sandra Hardy.
Also square dancing, comic skits munRy Building the Saturday evetrip were enjoyed by the class. The | o
and (h(?
h officc.
RETREADING
Advertise ln The Courier-Gazette | subscribe to The Courier-Gazette Betty Williamson. Joan Scarlott.
and even a trained, talking buffalo.: ning of Karmvuj
wm be
slides showed the children leaving
where we saw a message coming
The faculty and student commit- , tdyere that the identity of the new
the school bv'bus. buying their
in. We are now working on' a tees met recently in joint session I Kween of Kippy Karnival will be
tickets at Thomaston, watching tlie
mural of our trip.
to make plans for the event.
| revealed.
train come in, and finally leaving
Grade Four—Mrs. Nelson
Those who served as assistant j soon, the contest for the selecthe train in Rockland.
Tlie class went to the Farnsworth chairmen last year are heading j tjon of Kween Kandidates will start
Tlie class was pleased to have a
one hundred -percent enrollment t Museum recently to observe a committees for the '53 showing of, al tbe school with the final voting
in the Red Cross.
J demonstration in finger painting. the school's annual mid-winter for the kween to be held close to
Snow-men were made by the chil- ! Mrs. Lawrence Plummer was a event.
Karnival time.
General chairman is Richard
a<trer, in a recent art cla-s. Out-1 recent visitor at school.
^standing results were obtained by I Happy birthdays have been sung Hanley with Roger Grindle as asPortland Tour
Judith Peterson, Judith Frcrich,I to Judith S<gal and Danforth Poet sistant. Faculty advisor to the sevMary Larrabee. James Kerschner,1 during January.
eral committees, and actually head
Sheila Davis, and Richard Haskel!. I The children enjoyed a play ln of the entire carnival, is Mrs. Ivy Highlite Staff and Business
I Mrs. Barter's room before Christ- Hart who has guided the affair for
Class Visited Schools;
Grade Two—Mrs. Gifford
several years past.
Martha Sleeper and Linda Skin mas.
Saw Deering Game
The teacher and pupils wish to i The several committee assignner brought books for the group to
thank all the parents who sent ments have been made and are as
On Tuesday, the Rockland High
enjoy.
follows:
entertainment. Shirley- j General Business Club, the High
Mrs. Thatcher was a recent visi goodies to the Christmas party.
Nelson. chairman, Ben Perry, as
Grade Four—Mrs. Hall
tor. She showed a Christmas
lite staff, acoompaied by Mr. HillCharles Ward brought pillow sistant. and Mrs. Gatcomb and Mrs.
movie which was very much en
grove. took a field trip to Port
tops, a cat's eye, silver chain, and Viik. advisors.
joyed by the group.
Ellen Sulides will head the deco land. They left school at 7 30.
many
other
lovely
things
from
the
Louise Stilphen directed the
rations committee, assisted by Ed arriving in Portland in time to
American Junior Red Cross mem Pacific and Germany for us to see
ward Baxter. Advisors from the fac tour Northeastern Business Col
Cliarles
Ltttle
has
been
on
a
bership drive.
ulty to the committee will be Miss lege; Portland High School and
trip
to
Boston.
Grade Two—Mrs, Merrill
Reardon and Mr. McKenney.
Training Institute before noon.
We
had
a
wonderful
party
on
the
Our class recently visited St.
Arrangements for the Kippy
After lunch, they visited the
^Clair and Allen Company. Eugene last day of last. term. A delicious Karnival ball will be made by Y.M.C.A where many of them had
chocolate
Christmas
tree
cake,
'Stoddard showed us through the
with green frosting, jieppermlnt- Chairman Charles Sewall and Ca a swim in the pool. At 130, they
candy factory and explained how
stick candles, and gumdrop lights, rol Stratton. Mr. Levitt will guide toured the Press Herald Building
the machines operated. We were
them in their duties.
and at 2 30 attended the movies.
all interested in watching the hand really looked too good to eat. It
Dianne McAuliffe, Sally Achorn , They met for supper, after which
was
made
by
Mrs.
Vivian
Vinal.
dipping of chocolates. Mrs. Marion
Mrs. Gladys Little really had a and Mr Hlllgrove will care for the they attended the Rockland-Deer
HaU accompanied us on our visit.
"Miraculous Jug," not pitcher, as printing connected with the Kar ing Game at the Exposition Build
The Friendly Village reading
Helps keep
nival.
ing
group recently visited Mrs. Con- there seemed to be no end to the
Mr Grant and Mr Helvaston will
Those making the trip were: Denew engines
punch. Mrs Idella Black. Mrs
non’s riding stable. She told us
■ -■
lores Reams. Margaret Sawyer.
Della
Richardson.
Mrs.
Agnes
Wil

running like new,
about the different kinds of shoes
bur helped serve This was one Blackman. Dave Blackman Danny 1 Joan DeCastro. Edith Post, Marilyn
used on the horses and how the
young
engines from
party where everything was not Davey. Eugene Kaler, Everett Oar- Keefe. Carol Orant.,Annette Tracy,
blacksmith prepares the hoof for
ter.
Patty
Stratton,
and
Corinne
j
Peter
Armata.
Arthur
Grey,
Pagrowing
old.
eaten, proving that Sheila Is a
the shoe.
j trlcia Bisbee. Joyce Fuller.
wonderful chairman. The chil Siinmons.
We were sorry to liave Kent ] Alice Chaples, Leith Grotton,
dren enjoyed tlie party and thank
Stevens leave us when he moved to ' Mary' Nichols, Sharon Kimball,
all
who
furnished
food
for
them
Mid-Winter
Portland.
i Irma Carvarson. Carolyn Bray, Pa
to enjoy.
tricia York, Terry Economy.
Master Sergeant Isaac MoOaslin,
Grade Six—Mrs. Barter
TERM OPENS
Cynthia Ames. Grace LaGrassa.
direct from a P.O.W camp in
The class has been working on. a
Korea, was a visitor last week.
unit of the Middle Ages. Murals, Theluia Simmons. Marie Lewis. Lee
JAN. 19
Grade Five—Miss Lraeli
maps, cardboard estates, and writ Dyer. Sandra Harriman. Evelyn
Philbrook, George Oraves Victoria
Many students have brought in ten reporta of famous men of that
Anastasio,
some Interesting exhibits such as period have been completed
At
Jon Adelman. Annette Bidbee.
The
pupils
have
enjoyed
the
pictures, books, stories, and statues
;
Patricia
Kent. Marie Graham,
Rockland School
which go along with our social piano solo6 given by Gail and Har
j Patricia Cuthbertson, Judith Burns,
studies unit. Some of those stu riet Ladd
; Judy Campbell, Charles Sewall,
The boys In the fifth and sixth
dents are Corinne Simmons. Carol
of Commerce
| Beth Miller, Shirley Nelson. Janet
Cross. Donna Perry, and Donald grades go to baiketball practice
j Stewart.
UNIFLO®. ..an entirely new idea in en
Yet at engine temperatures of 350’ or
Saturday
mornings
at
the
Com

Ore gory.
Providing transportation for the
HOW YOU’LL BENEFIT
gine protection... will do more for your
more you get outstanding lubrication
Many happy returns of the day munity Building.
No other
premium quality
group were: Bruce Saunders. Richnew
car
engine
year
'round
than
any
protection.
Charles
McIntosh
Is
reported
as
go
to
Donald
Hooper,
Harriet
FROM OUR TRAINING
heavy-duty motor oil will do all
other leading heavy duty motor oil. It
Until now, carbon deposits have re
feeling much better.
The class |( ard Brotto. Kenneth Thompson,
Sleeper, and Kathryn Argyle.
Edward Sleeper. Jacqueline Rog
• You will be qualified for prac
these things so well for your car
sent
cards
to
him
at
Christmas
replaces
the
different
grades
of
motor
duced
the efficiency of new engines after
Helpers
for
the
week
include
tical achievement — ln a Sec
ers. David Pendleton, Kenneth 11all year 'round:
Susan Eaton. Trudy Crane. Steve time
oil many motorists have had to use in
a few thousand miles ... often causing
retarial, Accounting, or Civil
voien. Don Drake and Mr HillService position.
different seasons of the year .. . giving
knock. Uniflo checks these deposits in
grove.
a Maintain new car performance
• You will get the active help of
you one all-around motor oil for all
a clean engine, keeps it running like
our employment Department
longer
temperatures. Uniflo flows freely at 25"
new and greatly reduces engine wear.
throughout your career.
below zero and gives you quick easy
These features make it the ideal
a
Reduce
engine
wear
• You will cut training time —
starts with less drain on your battery.
motor oil for modern tight-fitting highby concentrating on business
a Provide easier starting in cold
Get $500: Repay $30.56 Me.
subjects.
compression engiius. Uniflo was de
(20 Month Plan)
weather
‘
CASH
V6U
6ET
»»poy
• You will advance at your own
veloped only for such engines — in older
Moke o dean sweep of old bills
MonfMy
pace—as swiftly as you com
$400
$600
a hght engine deposits that cause
engines our other fine motor oils will
... pay taxes ■ ■. reduce monthly
plete assignments
$46.70
payments with a fcumal loan.
15 Mos. j $31.13
knocking
give full protection. Uniflo is approved
Read This Generoas Offer
• You will save money, because
Phone, write, or come in.
36.69
20 Mot. I 24.46
by leading car manufacturers for year
you will be ready for a posi
a Reduce cold weather battery drain
loans J1OOO and
Ask yourself if it’s fair or not.
Above payments cover everything!
tion in minimum time.
'round use in new cars and cars in A-l
toon: of other amounts, or for other
Bronchuline is «o £ood no matter
pe-iods, qrg in proportion.Me.
whether your cough comes from a
a Reduce power loss
Fwrnlfwra, ar Auto
shape.
• You will get acquainted with a
cold or upper Bronchial Irritatio.n
fine group of ambitious young
that we say to you without reserva
a Protect against sludge formation
, rc.-.-rfl '«*• >'<>' to i»t -IS
•UKIFLO I* the raguterad trade mark of
people of college type.
tion; Try it—Prove it—at our ex
Emo Standard Oil Company
pense. Take tvro or three dose?
• You will be ready for a posi
•a Protect against corrosion
FINANCE CO.
Tone teaepoonful in a little milk)
tion while good opportunities
before bedtime: then if that trouble
are at their peak.
Another fine fSSO producf for Hoppy Motoringl
some irritating coughing still per
* OF MAINE
sists—if you’re not breathing easier
Write, phone, er eall for farther
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.
c«*t. i»m. xmo me.
—
If
you
have
not
slept
better
—
Get
Information, without obligation.
2nd FI., 356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Tour Money Back.
Put Bronchullne to the teat toPhone: 1131 • Milas R. Sawyer, YES MANager
TELEPHONE 141
4ay on our Money Back Guarantee
1
Issm as* IS tstlfcnh sl sll w,nsa<ls| isaw • tsn silt ra* Sy HI
S45 MAIN STREET.
G00DN0W S PHARMACY

cood/Vear

Announcing

a great new 1953 oil

...for the great new '53 cars
and all cars in A-l shape

I43AYS

♦

Bronchial
Coughs!

Esso

\onal

ESSO

STANDARD

OIL

COMPA

FtO* Ten

THOSE GOOD OLD BROOMSTICK DAYS
Fred

Tueedny-1
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Blaisdell Writes Interestingly Of

Old Friends and Old Times As Well
As Of Skunks and Pickerel
When I left The Courier-Gazette generation could be Interested in
office a few weeks ago. and hid street cars. Most of the railfan clubs
goodbye to my old friend Frank out here on the Coast anyway, are
Winslow, it was with the confident compose of young members. Judghope that before too long I would . Uig by their interest ln the old lesee ham again With almost his last ?ends. and ln pictures of ancient
words to me he requested another
modern equipment, the old
old timer letter. The days when the I streetcars and interurban trains
“Broomstick" was in Its prime re-: rank up in glamour with any rail
malned clear in his memory. The equipment that ever ran. To the
men who operated the cars on the j veterans of the vanished electric
hne, when he too was young, were hoes It is a comforting thought
always close to his heart. It was in that the old da-vs wln live ln me"
communities such as those served
Ttaler's Qub
by the old RT&C. that streetcars
continue.
were at their best.
j fe. E. Gregory has a very fine
Except on Sundays, holidays etc, collection of pictures, and a comthere was little of the drive and plete record of the RT&C (Say
bustle of traffic in the big cities. Charles: how come I was reported
There was always time for a as having arrived from Oregon with
friendly word, time for little acts of; my wife, this being a blessing I have
courtesy In return motormen knew done without for about 20 years?
ft paid to watch the yard fences Could somebody be trying to cramp
along the line An apple stuck on my style? Anyway, a little fast
a picket meant a treat of some sort, talking in the right places fixed
a small pumpkin meant a pie. that up and no harm done.)
That Eddie Cox! A few years ago
These things created the friendly
feeling that existed between the we were both In Boston the same
carmen and the public along the day, one going the other coming,
and neither of us knew IL Oct 18,
Une.
During my service on the Broom last, he was ln Boston Wesuxiund,
stick Frank Winslow was active as I In New York Eastbound. Maybe
a reporter. We could expect to pick we'll get together some day Some
him up anywhere at all, at any hour of the boy* couldn’t attend the re
of the day or night. Often we could union. Bert Gregory and I struck
bend schedules a bit, giving him a out over Thomaston way on the
chance to make his contact and trail of a few of these. We found
make the next car back. Though Ralph Tripp at home and had a
possessed of talent that would have fine visit with him. I don’t know
won him any place he chose ln the whether Ralph or Bert has the best
newspaper field he elected to spend memory, but they rattled of! names
his life among the people he loved. of old timers, and quoted schedules
I
was fortunate ln
being as glibly as though they had just
ln Maine for the old timer’s come from the carbarn.
In Warren we visited Billy Stan
meeting at Olen Cove I found
many old friends among
the ford. Again we got a most cordial
people there, some I had known welcome. Though not in the best ol
from schooldays. It is natural for health Billy was in excellent spir
older people to be nostalgic over its; and say: his wife makes won
days and ways that have passed, derful squash pies. We’ll be around
but who would think that a younger to see you again, Billy.

400 MAIN STREET

Next day Everett Humphrey and with the cffortleee stride of a boy
I beaded for Oamden and way His claim that he can walk me
points First of we found that Oarl down the beat day I ever saw goes
Cassens has whiled away a spell of without question as far as I am
sickness by developing a right snap concerned. Come to think of lt;
py technique wtth a crochet hook. dancing around on a shifting log
Mighty fine work he does, point deck, where it was a case of keep
lace, Afghans and all That's the ypur feet or else, was pretty good
true Maine spirit; never say die. training for working as conductor
Bob House I hadn’t seen for more on those bouncing single truck cars
than 40 years. We had a pleasant when the aisle would be stacked
visit at his home. Henry Tomlnaki with drummers suitcase*. Remem
of Rockport, at 90 is as mentally ber those days fellows?
alert as most men half his age. and
There 1s something ln the air of
his wife, nee Lena Young of Glen Maine that promotes longevity. My
Cove, my old time neighbor, seemed good old aunt, Chloe Mills of South
aa active as she did 40 years ago.
Hope, ls aa chiper at 81 as most
Cheney Arey, old time motorman women 20 years younger. I was
—and u good one too, we knew among the first of some 500 babies
lived some place near Camden. Af she helped usher into the world
ter a bit of a search we located him. during her nursing career. At Hope
though 111 health compels careful Corner 1 attended a baked bean
living, Cheney still has his old time supper with Ben and Avis Nichols,
smile. Reliving the old days with and thereby met Tyle Noyes my
friends sure rolls back the years. old neighbor from the "Head of
The first time I walked along the The Lake ’’ Only three or four of
upper road above Glen Cove, and the original members of that com
looked out across the bay, close to munity are left. WiU Wellman, also
a half century ago, I thought It a ’ front the little Alford Lake com
wonderful scene. Today, after see munity, has a wonderful memory
ing the most in mountain and coast He set me right on a number of
scenery that this country has to of names and happenings.
fer, I still think so Enjoying that
Every time I mention going back
scene irom the homes of my old to Maine my Oregon friends try to
friends Bert Gregory and Everett discourage me by telling me I will
Humphrey, the while we yarned be forgotten and alone, a stranger
and chatted as old friends will, is ln a strange country, that 1 wiU be
an experience not to be forgotten. so depressed and disappointed that
Mrs. Gregory is an artist at color I will wish I had never gone. Well
photography Her color slides of they just don’t know the cordial
Maine landscapes equal the best I friendly heart* of the Maine peo
have ever seen.
ple. There are time* when I wonder
Bertha Humphrey went to sing why food dont taste good any more,
ing school to my mother a few and think maybe my appetite is
years ago. As I sat talking with falling. That’s when I need to go
these old time neighbors and back and puU my chair up to a
friends lt didn’t seem possible that Maine table. I promptly re-dlacov44 yea’s had passed since Bert, Ev er that Maine cooking, like Maine
erett and 1 were all working on the apples, has a flavor all its own, and
RT&C. An old time power house there’s nothing wrong with rnf ap
employee. Jack Richardson, and his petite. The question of whom might
wife Lena, old neighbors of mine be the best cook there is best set
at The Cove, made me welcome at tled by saying I found no poor
their Rockland home. After many cooks, and letting it go at that
years absence they have returned
One man I wanted to meet was
to Maine again.
Ralph Tyler. I didn’t make it so
At the home of Will and Etta here’s an open letter to him.
Savage and their charming family.
Mr. Tyler: You must be about
Will and I recalled the days when my age, since you have mentioned
we worked In a Dead River logging Fred Thomas and his Two by Twice
camp nearly 50 years ago. Though lunch room. He was my conductor
well up in his 80s Will strikes out on the Camden cars Just before he
built that place. A sweU fellow he
was too. You have crossed my old
trails so many tunes we should be
acquainted. One place you have
mentioned is the Illy pond a half
mile North of Alford Lake. So far
as I know lt never had any other
name. It la entirely spring fed. The
Eastern half is shallow with a
deep mud bottom. In about the
middle of the Northeast quarter
there Is, or used to be. a big hole
ln the bottom with an overhang.
Whether it was a spring or not 1

SAVE 30% to 50
GIRLS' $17.95-S21.95

COATS

couldn’t say. I do know I never
could find bottom with a seven
foot oar anywhere ln that mud.
Wonderful lilllee used to grow there
but It was a mighty tricky place
to wade Bloodsuckers by the mil
lion too.
The Western half is a deep rocky
basin, much like a crater. All the
way around there is a sharp drop
off a few feet out from shore, to a
considerable depth. I have heard
soundings of £0 feet claimed for
some parts of that side Nothing but
pickerel had ever been caught from
there that I ever heard of, until
one day Elmer Wentworth and his
brother Austin went up there and
caught some of the biggest white
perch I ever saw. I wonder if there
are any of them in there now. By
screening the outlet that would
make a wonderful bass pond. Elmer
and his brother had the Indian
sign on fish anyway. I still remem
ber the old perch fishing grounds
in Alford Lake. They made no se
cret of the locations but I always
had better luck when they were
with me.
Another thing skunks: that sub
ject seems to pop up every now and
then, and I'm right with you in
your defense of that much misun
derstood, but very interesting an
imal. In fact you seem to think
about the way I do on most subject*.
One hot summer day I was shak
ing out a winrow of hay up on the
old farm when a soft churring
sound almost under my feet caused
me to turn. Here was a big mama
skunk with five tiny kit* ln single
file behind her, each flying their
battle signal ln exact imitation of
ma. All she wanted to do was to
get her little family safely by me,
and all I wanted to do was to let
her. We got along fine. I knew that
though she never heaitated those
beady little eye* were watching my
every move, so I froze while she
passed within six feet of me. A
neighbor of mine has a pet skunk
that the children caught when lt
was small. How they did lt with
out getting gassed I dont know
Deodorized, it makes a wonderful
pet.
AU skunks are great mousers, and
eaters of insects. They wiU steal
eggs on occasion and they rival the
raccoon as a lover of green corn,
but the Bureau of Biological Sur
vey credits them with doing far
more good than harm
Out here tn the West we have a
very cute member of the family,
known variously as the spotted
skunk, hydrophobia skunk, civet
cat, or, If you like: Spilogale Gra
cilis Saxatllts—Merriam the fav
ored name locally is "civet cat” by
what authority I don’t know. The
real civet cat is an entirely different
animal. The spotted skunk is about

halt the s!*e of Maine skunks and
they ar every active. Their claws are
catlike, and they climb trees read
ily. Though Uttle Splly has gas
equipment fully as petent aa that
of his big relative he depend* most
ly on his legs to keep him out of
trouble. His weapon La reserved for
emergency use only.
In 1925 I went hunting with two
friends up on the North Umpqua
River in the Oregon Cascades. We
arrived at Steamboat Ranger Sta
tion at dusk. This station was a
stopover place for mule trains on
their way to and from the Diamond
Lake country, so a supply of hay
and grain was kept on hand for the
horses and mule* There was a tent
for the use of the ranger, and an
other tor the packers and their
helpers. We had met the ranger on
our way ln and he had given us
permission to use his tent for the
nighL so we made ourselves at
home. That was, and ls, one of the
wildest part* of Oregon, where most
any sort of wild life can be expect
ed at any time. Therefore I wasn't
particularly surprised to see a civet |
cat come wandering out of the sha
dows, but when it calmly walked
over and scratched on my pants leg,
that, as another story goes, showed
training.
|
Pet? 1 asked the packer Yep,
there’s a pair of them stays around
here to hunt mice. Deodorized, I;
asked. Nope, don’t need lt: treat 'em
right they’ll treat you right. Fair
enough; by that time the mate had
showed up. We shared our supper
with them, and with that finished
they promptly curled up on a bale
of hay and went to sleep.
One tent, one bed, for three men.
Ray and I took the bed. Bill chose
to sleep on the floor rather than
be crowded. With light* out and all j
quiet the mice came to feast, and
the little skunk# began to do their |
stuff. The scurrying of pursuit and
the death squeals of victims kept
me awake for awhile. I had Just
dozed off when a wild howl and a
floundering on the ground brought
us all wide awake. As I fumbled for
my flashlight BUI expressed in vi
vid language his views on the dis
honored ancestry, the present sta
tus and the to-be-hoped-for doom
of all skunks and mice. He also In
dicated disapproval ot camping out
anyway.
The cause of the commotion? A
hard pressed mouse had accepted
tiie blanket roll as a Heaven sent
haven and dived ln the end, only to
get tangled in Bill's hair and be
bloodily murdered on the spot, to
Bill’s yctreme discomfort. The civet
cat hadn’t resented the rough hand
ling, probably accepting lt as being
the fortune of war and to be con
sidered as such We slept three ln
a bed the rest of the night. There ls

Right On Time

Congo Sunday School Had
126 Perfect Attendants
Last Month
Perfect attendance at the Congregationai Church School last
month:
Primary Department
Class I—Bryan Butler, Linda
Knowlton, Julie McConchle, Jane
Roes, Mary Ross. Mark Young.
Class n—Donald Andrus, Paul
Barton. Christine Blood, Gary Hav
ener, James Burgess
Class III—Deborah Huber. Rus
sell Huntley. Ruth Ann Knowlton,
Catherine
Kwapiszewski,
Gall
Nicholas, Jethro Pease.
Class IV—James Brown. Linda
Cummings. Deborah French, Ruth
Gross, Brian Harden, Richard
Harden. Jr„ Donna Haskell, Karen
Jenson, Robert Kwaplszewskl.
Clas V—Gerald Newhall, Allison
Novicka, David Roes, Ann Stevens.
Linda Wlnchenbach.
Class VI—David Andrus, Douglas
Brown, William Butler, Jr.. Bruce
Connors. Dawn Crudell, Constance
Farrell, Judith French, Frederick
Hodgkins, Gall Jillson, David
Knowlton II, Rebecca Kwaplsz
ewskl.
Class VTI—Patricia Jones. Bar
bara Knowlton, Ida M. Lawry, Da
vid Palmer, Nancy Palmer, June

more to Che story of that trip,
Ralph, and lt was aU fun. I’ll tell
you about lt some time.
To all my good friends ln Maine:
I hope you enjoyed seeing me as
much as I enjoyed seeing you. I
thank you for your kind hospitality.

Rant*,

Lind*

Richard*, Oewgt

Roe* Jt., Rfcttart a*Ulae«k Ger
aldine Thompson, Marcia WaAgwtt.
Clas* VID — Beverly Donation,
Jayne CrtTrnnUW*. Jon Dean, Wil
liam T. Dean. Jr. Judy Hall
Class IX-John Karl. Jr., Doug
las Knowlton. Elaine Merchant,
Charlene Munsey, Karen Ann
Beavey, Stephen Wlnchenbach.
iDtermedUte-SsnUr Dept.
Class 10—Margaret Black. Susan
Hall, Marlon Knowltor.. Ruth Ann
Loker, Barbara Mayo. Elizabeth
■Munsey. Barbara Pease.
Class 11 — Paulette Barton.
Jeanne Gall. Pamela Gay. Deborah
Hary. Lenda Mae Jackson, Cynthia
Karl, Kathryn Kuneslh Patrick
Stevens, sheila Vlnal. Elaine Wlnohenboch.
Class 12—Charles Bicknell, HI.
Dennis Haillgan. William Karl,
Joseph Nelson, Jimmy Smith,
Ralph Thompson, Richard Warner.
Class 13—William Black, Craig
Borgerson, Charles Monteith, Jr..
Robert Murgita, Dennis Skinner.
John Stratton, Charles Wasgatt,
Gary Winchenbaugh.
Class 14—Deanna Allard, Carol
Bicknell. Carolyn Bird, Sandra
Church, Gertrude Crane, Carole
Ann Cummings, Barbara French,
Ruth Ann Jackson, Joan Knowlton
Martha Lowe, Carol Sulin
Class 15—Eduard Crane, Dlc4|
Cummings. David Gamage. David
Harden, Edward Mayo, m, Ronald
Smith, Rowland Wasgatt.
Class 18—Mabel Poster, Judy
Knowlton, Judy Pease. Carol Ann
Rice, Joan Scarlott.
Class IT—Kennedy crane, HL
David Dean Lee Dyer, Peter Karl.
Class It—Hartford Poster, Dekna
Mills, Fred Varricchdo.

BOBILLS MARKET
CORNER BROADWAY AND PLEASANT ST.
TELEPHONE 1218

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Plenty of Free Parking_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
HAMBURG STEAK

.................................................. lb. 49c

POCKET HONEYCOMB TRIPE .................

lb. 35c

PIG'S LIVER ................................................................ lb. 29c

BONELESS POT BOAST....................................... lb. 65c
RIBBED CORNED BEEF....................................... lb. 31c

One Pie Brand CHICKEN PIE PILLING, can 47c

CREAM STYLE CORN..............................

2 cam 31o

PEERLESS SNOW FLOUR, Mixing Bowl
with Each Bag ....................................................

$2.09

BLUE BONNET OLEO............................................... lb. 29o
DRIED MILK. Bulk............................................ „ lb. 31c |

LARGE FLORIDA ORANGES............................ dox. 37c
LARGE CALIFORNIA ORANGES............... dox.
59c
ONIONS ................................................................ 3 lbt. 29c

The MAN-SIZED car that

WOMEN love to drive
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COAT

STORM

SETS

COATS

STORM

SETS

reduced!

I
A

Season’s smartest styles!

All wool dressy coats and sets.

Nylon and rayon gabardine storm coats and sets.
Sizes 3 to 6x and 7 to 14.

Ver*!’***

Not all sizes in all styles.

• No wonder! .:; it’s a perfect sanctuary of 9teel.

BOYS'-GIRLS' $10.95-$l 2.95

SNOW SUITS

$

LEGGING SETS

Big. Sturdy. Safe,
• No wonder! . ;. it gives you the feeling all Chrysler
owners feel: that of complete car control!

• No wonder!... its famous Spitfire engine will
pull you out of any “tight spot” in a hurry!
• ... its new-type shock absorbers swallow up the
worst road bumps. Wouldn’t waken a baby!

^uea.»

• ; ; . it gives you the option of Full-time Power
Steering that turns and parks your car with the
merest touch. Eliminating all “wheel fighf’l
• No wonder! . ; ; it’s ao beautifully styled.
delight to look at, parked at your front door!

• Give your wife the fun of driving this new
Chrysler. Don’t deprive her any longer.
yourself, either!

A '

Or

TODDLERS 1 TO 4 ... 2 AND 3 P0. SETS

GIRLS' $2.99-$3.99

The beautiful

CHRYSLER WINDSOR -one of Americas first family of fine cart I

DRESSES

SWEATERS
BLOUSES

SKIRTS
SIZES 3 to 6X. 7 to 14.

MIX’EM AND MATCH’EM.

BELL SHOPS—400 Main Street

SMITH’S GARAGE

10 Union Street

Rockport, Maine

